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PREFACE

The following pages have been written in connection with my lectures

upon Assyrian philology, which were commenced in the early part of 1875 under

the auspices of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, and through the exertions of

Mr. W. R. Cooper, the Secretary of the Society. An endeavour has been made

for the first time to smooth over the difficulties which beset the entrance to the

study of the Assyrian inscriptions, and so attract students to this new and

important branch of research. When my " Assyrian Grammar " was published,

three years ago, a knowledge of the language was still confined to the few, and

there seemed little prospect that the small band of Assyriologues would be

much increased for a long while to come. My work was therefore addressed to

two classes of readers ; to those who were already able to read the inscriptions,

and could appreciate a grammar which entered into details and points of

scholarship, and to those who were acquainted with the better-known Semitic

languages, but wished to learn something of the new dialect which had been so

unexpectedly revealed, and promised to throw such a flood of light on Semitic

philology in general. The prospect, however, that three years ago seemed so

distant has been more than realised. Assyrian has become a "popular" subject;

and the world of scholars which once looked with distrust upon the labours of
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the decipherers, has at last awakened to their interest and importance. Students

are flocking in from all sides, and elementary grammars and progressive reading-

books, like those which initiate the pupil into Hebrew or Greek, are needed and

called for.

The present volume is intended to meet this demand. The cuneiform type

which has been freely used throughout will accustom the eye of the reader to the

forms of the characters, and as all transliterated words are divided into syllables,

even where the Assyrian text is not added, he will be able to reduce them into

their original forms. Care has been taken not to burden the memory with

unnecessary matter ; and practical experience has proved that tabular lists of

nouns, verbs, and particles, such as are given in the second part of the book, are

the best means for impressing the rudiments of a new language upon the mind.

A separate chapter on the syntax has been omitted, since any attempt to enter

into details would be inconsistent with the plan of the Grammar, while it has

been found more convenient to state those few cases of importance in which

Assyrian differs from the syntactical usage of other languages in those places

of the accidence to which they naturally belong. The notes appended to

each of the reading-lessons are designed to lead the student on to a more

advanced and independent acquaintance with the language, and so complete the

work of a practical and elementary grammar.

The main difficulty is the Syllabary, the larger part of which will sooner or

later have to be learnt by heart. The beginner is advised first to commit to

memory the characters which express open syllables, given in pp. 46 and 47, as

well as the Determinative Prefixes and Affixes given in p. 48, and then to work

at the monosyllabic closed syllables. Experience alone can show him what are

the commoner and more favourite values with which a character is used ; and he

must be content to be continually a learner, keeping the Syllabary constantly at

his side for purposes of reference, and remembering that any endeavour to learn
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the whole Syllabary is a needless and useless task. He will soon come to know

what characters and what values are most frequently employed, and what

ideographs are most likely to occur in the inscriptions.

The hieroglyphic origin of the Syllabary, and its adaptation to the wants of

a foreign language, will give the key to many of the difficulties he will meet

with. Its Accadian inventors spoke an agglutinative dialect ; and each

hieroglyphic, which in course of time came to be corrupted into a cuneiform

character (like the modern Chinese), originally expressed the sound of the word

denoting the object or idea for which it stood. The same picture could stand

for more ideas than one, and might therefore be pronounced in more than one

way, so that when the Semitic Assyrians (or rather Babylonians) borrowed the

cuneiform system of writing, using what were words in Accadian as mere

phonetic values, polyphony became inevitable, and the same character repre-

sented several phonetic powers. Even in Accadian the characters could be

employed phonetically as well as ideographically ; and the Assyrians, while

turning the dictionary of the Accadians into a huge syllabary, did not forget the

hieroglyphic origin of the writing, but reserved to themselves the power of using

a character not only as the representative of a syllabic sound, but also as an

ideograph to which of course a Semitic pronunciation was attached.

Many of the characters exhibit their primitive form at the first glance

;

Y*"
for instance, clearly standing for " the tongue of a balance." In other cases

the resemblance to the objects originally signified is not very visible in the

simplified forms of the characters as used in Assyria, and we have to go back to

the archaic Babylonian type to detect the likeness. Thus -^Y has lost all

resemblance to " the sun ;" and it is not until we remember the archaic j^.

that we discover the circle which stood for the great luminary of day. A large

number of characters are compound, and when they are used ideographically

their meaning can often be determined by considering what is the meaning of the
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separate characters of which they are made up. Thus ^f^Zf is
" a mouth,'

and yy
" a drop of water ;" the compound *-£|gy therefore naturally denotes the

act of " drinking." So, again, the Assyrian >-^ " a month " is the simplified

form of the archaic g<<^, where <« the numeral 30 (expressing the 30 days of

the month), is placed within the circle of the sun.

The use of polyphones no doubt increases the difficulty of decipherment,

but the student will find that practically it is not so embarrassing as it would

seem at first sight to be. The Assyrians intended their inscriptions to be read

(at all events except in the case of texts like those of the astrological tablets,

which were addressed to the initiated only), and accordingly adopted all possible

means of obviating the disadvantages of a polyphonic system of writing. The

following rules should be observed by the student in selecting one of the many

values a given character may bear :

—

(1) The existence of an ideograph should never be assumed, unless it is

indicated by a phonetic complement, or unless the inscription (like the

astrological ones generally) is written throughout ideographically rather

than phonetically.

(2) Where two characters come together (such as ca and ac), the first of which

ends with the same vowel as that with which the second begins, we

may infer that they form one closed syllable (as cac).

(3) If a character expresses an open syllable (as ri) as well as a closed

one (as tat), the open is to be preferred to the closed (unless contra-

indicated).

(4)
Those values are to be selected which offer a triliteral (or biliteral) root,

and not a pluriliteral one.
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(5) Notice must be taken of the final or initial consonant of the character

which precedes or follows the one we are considering, as the Assyrians

frequently doubled a consonant to show what value is to be chosen in

a doubtful case. Thus ^ff f^f must be read dan-nin, as dan alone

out of the many possible values of the first character ends with n.

(6) A character which denotes a syllable beginning with a vowel is very rarely

used after one which ends with a consonant.

(7) Words and lines end together, and proper names, &c, are pointed out by

Determinative Prefixes and Affixes.

(8) Variant readings and variant forms of the same root must be carefully

observed, as they often decide the pronunciation of a word where all

other means fail.

(9) Experience will show that common use had set apart one or two values of

a given character which were preferably employed to all others.

(10) Those values must be adopted which bring out a correct grammatical

form, or enable us to compare the Assyrian word (should the context

determine its meaning) with a similar root in the cognate languages.

It is not so much the existence of polyphones, however, that forms the chief

defect in the Assyrian mode of writing. The phonology of the inventors of the

writing was not the same as the phonology of the Assyrians, and sounds which

were distinct in Assyrian had to be represented by one and the same sign,

tyyyt is both hu or u (in and IN and 1) and yu (l
1

*), || za- and tsa, K^y da and

dha, 4^^\ di and dhi, r|| e (y) and a modified \ -^S- bu and pu. Similarly the

same characters denoted both m and v, and no distinction was made between

final d, dh, and t;b and p ; g, c, and k; and s, s, ts, and even s ; while closed
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syllables might begin as well as end with any of these doubtful letters. The

uncertainty which results from this as to the initial or final letter of a syllable

would naturally not press upon the Assyrian ; but it is the main difficulty against

which the modern decipherer has to contend, and can only be overcome by the

examination of new texts and the comparison of numerous passages.

A. H. SAYCE.

Queen's College, Oxford, April, 1875.



ASSYRIAN GRAMMAR.

SYLLABARY.

The characters of the Assyrian Syllabary were originally hieroglyphics,

representing objects and ideas. The words by which these were denoted

in the Turanian language of the Accadian inventors of the cuneiform system

of writing became phonetic sounds when it was borrowed by the Semitic

Assyrians, though the characters could still be used ideographically as well as

phonetically. When used ideographically the pronunciation was, of course, that

of the Assyrians.

In the following table only the forms of the characters found on the majority

of the Assyrian monuments are given. Sometimes the so-called Hieratic

characters were employed (e.g., in the Cyprian Stele of Sargon) which differ but

slightly from the Babylonian. Ancient Babylonian varied again in the forms of

several characters. The Elamite or Susianian characters have the same form as

the ancient Babylonian, while the Protomedic are modified from the Assyrian.

The Assyrian word in the right-hand column is a translation of the

Accadian word (used in Assyrian as a phonetic value) in the left-hand column,

and was the sound given to the character in the Assyrian inscriptions whenever

it was read as an ideograph.

Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word)

.
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

7. bat, be

til, badhdhu ...

us '.-.

khar

ziz(?), mit, idim

8.
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

1 7. zicura

18. cit, cuda, se .

s"abura

gudibir

tak ...

19. seslam

20. ka, gita

31. cit (kitj cat) ..

22. ru, sub

u, ub, bu

23. mu ...
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Fhonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

29. uru, en

30. uru •••

71. erim ...

32. sek ...

33- Sur

34. sacir, sacisa ...

35- ukki

36. uru, gisgal ...

mulu ...

37- silik

38. sucit (?)

(See No. 197&)

38a. kal, gar

39. ca, gu, cir, du,

zu, cagu ...

Cuneiform Character.
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

39^. cimmu

40. me ...

41. impar

42. emi ...

43. ? -

44. ?

45- ? .-

46. cu

47. mu ...

48. ?

49- .?

50. ibira ...

Si- ? -

51a. ? ...

52 ..? -

53- ? -

54- bat ...

55- ..? ....

56. ? ...

57. nak ...

58. ?

'

...

59. la ...

Cuneiform Character.

*H4

^G3

w©« a

--ha]

:1SJ

El

jr- —

I

Assyrian rendering.

sipru, dhemu

takhatsu

lisanu

saptu

saptu, tsumu

tsumu

acalu, khadhdhu ...

camu

pukhkhu

tsalamtu

damkaru (of Ace.

orighi)

ikhimu

Meaning.

explanation, law

battle

.glory (name)

tongue (language)

lip (sentence)

lip, thirst

thirst (fast)

to eat, food (t£2n)

to burn (?)

the breath

darkness

?

he burnt (devoured)

?

imtu ...

?

?

satu ...

uru ...

laluru, khazbu

poison (philtre)

terror

?

to drink

city

"ft ?
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
Cuneiform Character. Assyrian rendering.

79. mut

musendugusi

80. zi

81. g),ia....

8 iff. caradin

82. ?

83. ri, tal

di ...

es

sa

84. gub . .

.

kat . .

.

85. tun, khub

86. pulug

87. ac, gar

ac

)>

-M CD

-TIL HfM

-TIL Hi!

-INI' HGMf

89. SUS

banu, dairm, uppu,

aladu, icbu, bis'ru,

barradu

napistu, nisu, pilu,'

nasakhu, dikfi, bua,

saparu

kanu, duppu-sadhru,

simtu, zicaru, matu,

eiiri, taru, gimiru,

pudak, cunu

cissu

?

tallu, ramu, lilu,

tsakku, parasu-sa-

rikhuti, parsidu

nabadhu

nadu

samru

sumelu

gubbu (of Accadian

origin)

khasu

carasu sa ctsi

Meaning.

to create, blood, ?, to beat-

children, ?, flesh, seed

life {soul), man {spirit), work,

to take away, smitten, to

come, to send

reed, written tablet, founda-

tion, manorial, country,

bands, to restore, all, ?,

established

multitudinous

mound, height, ?, ?, ?, to fly

away

brilliance

brightness {of a star)

thefirmament

left hand

left hand

implement of wood

episu, banu, makharu,
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
Cuneiform Character. Assyrian rendering. Meaning.

101. SUCUS

102. se,sakh(sakh),

nakh, nikh

103. ba ...

104. zu, la

104(7. abzu

105. su, sir

106. sun (sun) ...

107. muk

107a. mukmuk-nabi

108. zadim

109. nit (nitakh,

nita), eri

no. idu, itu

in, sakh, sukh ...

112. sibir...

113- gur

1 14. dar

dar, sl-gunu

"5- ?

^<yy

=yy,w ^yy,

,£Hi

-Y^-YYYT
-T-TTT.T

til <mi*

Istar.

.

... ...

surbu

episu, banu, zuzu,

cisu, nasaru, csiru,

su, pitu

lamadu, raddu, idu,

mudu, ca, nindanu

abzu

zumuru, tsuru, ma^

sacu, raba

gablu

basmu

^41

sasmu

zicaru, ardu ...

arkhu ... ...

damaku, dabu, sakhu

sibru, kharpu

taru, s'acibu, basu,

nacru-sa-amati

tarru, birmi, atsu ...

litu, sutruru, pitsu . .

.

the goddess Istar

prince

to make, to create, to fix, a

sword, ?, a shrine, he, to

open

to learn, to add, to know, wise,

thy, a gift

the abyss

a body, ?, skin, to increase

front (middle, battle)

a building

altar of incense

plant (?)

man, slave

month

prosperous, a bear, tiger

corn, crop

to restore, ?, to be (become),

breaker offaith

?, variegated cloths, growth

offspring, white, white

"flask, languishing" (M.

Lenormant)
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

1 1 6. sa, pa

[sa-gitu] ..

117. gis (?)

sig ...

1 1 8a. sicca

119. sa'ib ...

120. si, (^e) {some-

times con-

fused with

dar)

121. ma

122. uz, mus

123. * * ur

124. ticul, dellu ...

dimsun

125. surru

126. guana

127. ?

123. dir ... ...

pir .

dak

129.* mas, (alat)

Cuneiform Character.

J?

-IT

:Y

%\

-TTy^T

=n>*-*Y~(J

Assyrian rendering.
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

130. sak (ris. in.

Ass.)

130a. sakus

130& es&it

131. niukh

i3 2 - ?

133- uru :

134. aru

135. gudhu

136. can ...

137. tab (tap) ...

dili-dili-nabi

138. ru (ra)

kak ...

du, ga.g [some-

times in

Ass. cal)

139. ni, ne

zal (zalli), ili

Cuneiform Character.

140. ili ...

141. ir ...

sucal

Ml*

*=Tte£

*TH<W

M!0*
-IT <s= *

>jf-» >fi

^11

x\ssyrian rendering.

risu, karnu, sangu,

panu, rabu. avilu.

pukhu

saku-sa-risi, asaridu . .

.

? ...

mukhkhu ...

?

zicaru

nestu

karradu

adaru, adirtu

tsabatu, tamakhu,

ezibn, sitenu, urad-

du, tabbu

surru, napkham

banu ...

episu, cala ...

siccatu, rapdu

banu, danu

yahu [or i] . .

.

yaliu...

akhkhuru, namaru,

masu, zicaru, azalu,

narabu, nakhu,

sunku-sa-niz. cisallu

imin nabi ...

salalu

sucallu

Meaning

head, horn, chain, face, great,

man, ?

top of the head, eldest

?

brain (?)

?

male

female

hero

dark, eclipse

to seize, to hold, to leave,

double (?), to add (give

back), double

beginning, totality

to make

to make, all

door (?), ?

to create, tojudge

tobe(?)

to be (?)

presence, to see, week (?), man,

to depart, ?, to rest (?),

want of *, altar

to spoil

fruit
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

142. mal,.ma, e ...

gal, ga, pi-

sannu

ilba

143. gusur

144. cisal

145- ?

146. nen,lucu,ekhi

ismal

147- ?

148- gaPi

149- ?

15°- eSa

I5 1
-

?

i5 2
-

?
•

iS3- gan (S^3-)

gagunu

gagunu

car

aganateti . .

.

154. dak

bara (par) . .

.

155. cisim, zibin,

surin, sarin

kharub {from

Ass.)

156. agan, ubir ...

157. amas, s'ubura

Cuneiform Character.

»ff-l

*ff-

4^3:

»Wliiln!

"•TT-

vv

^TT"
<Y»

El

>w}

Assyrian rendering. Meaning.

SmKHE^IH

>WTJ^YYT?

S^KUM*

1

bitu, sacanu ' - ...
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
Cuneiform Character.

171. ca ...

172. az (ats, as)

173. uk (ug)

174. urn, mus ...

dikh ,

dub, dib

(duppa)

175. sumuk

176. samak

177. urud (urudu)

178. Ninua(?) ...

179. i, i-gittu ...

khi

180. gan, can(kan)

kam

181. ad (at)

182. tsi ...

183. ya

184. tur

du ...

185. ginna, khibiz

186. ibi\a(borrozaea

from Ass.)

:V^Y

to *tfm

Assyrian rendering. Meaning.

-s^y

babu

atsu

immu [or tammu],

ucu

ummu, libu, dabacu

abnu, canacu-sa-abni

lavu, dippu, tsabatu,

lavu, sapacu, taba-

cu, saraku, .
tuppu,

tsipu

sutu

mutstsatu ...

cru •

Nimia

nahidu, naku, atsu-

sa-samsi

khu ...

annu, nagabu, basu,

su, khagalu

abu ...

martu

naku

zakhru, maru, karradu

ablu, maru

ablu...

gate

?

day [or paragon], great (?)

?, ?, to cleave to

stone, signet

tablet, document, to seize, to

approach, to heap up, to heap

tip, to be red (?), , ?, pro

duce (?)

library (?)

library

bronze

Nineveh (literally bronzefish)

clear [glorious), pure, sunrise

glorious (?)

cloud (?), canal, to be, he (this),

to irrigate

forms ordinal numbers

father (king)

west (?)

pure

small, young, young warrior

son, son

overwhelmer

son
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

187. turrak

188. turrak

189. dumugu

190. ta, nas . (See

205)

191. ?

192. in ...

193. un-gal, lu-gal

sar (borrowed

from Ass.)

194. rab,raba (rap)

dim

195. dim

196. cib (cip, kip)

197. bi, cas (kas), ul

197^. kharran

Cuneiform Character.

XTTT

Assyrian rendering.

197^.
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

tlian word).

202. . gur ...

ninda

203.

204. is (isi), mil,

mis

^akhar

205. ? (See 190)

206. rim. cabar, im

207. sim, rik, siriz

208. ?

208. ? ...

209. ku, kum, ri ...

210. ur ...

211. il, cacaiiga ...

212. du (dun) ...

gub

gin, aradupu

sa, ra, ir, gubba

Cuneiform Character.

>

>-&—-—

1

>—>—

<

^1

Assyrian rendering.

namandu

ittu ...

?

sadu, urru . .

.

'ipru, biss'atu

summa

?

sulci, sanu(tu)_

sammu

Meaning.

saku, khasalu

lsittu, cipsu-sa-nisi,

uzunu, udlu

alacu, alacu-khamdhu,

tabalu - khamdhu,

lieu - khamdhu,

alacu-maru

nazazu

nazuzu, basu, alacu,

canu, saparu, ma-

garu, anacu

aradubii

tsabatu, sapiru, calu,

snlu

a sign

" abundance, generosity " (Le-

normant)

mountain (heap), light

dust, mud

thus (if)

" to begin " (Lenormant)

mound, secondeQ)

price (income)

?

a captive

top, to destroy

foundation (the nadir), tes-

ticle, equal weight, level

ground

to go, a swift journey, a swift

onset, a swift march, a little

journey

tofix (to wax of the moon)

to be fixed, to exist, to go, to

establish, to send, to love, I

pursue (?)

to seize, messenger, all, mound
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

112a. aradudu-nabi

213. gum, nitakh

214.
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-Phonetic Value (Acca
dian word).

224. -mar, nikh

225. ge, cit

lil

226. hit (u), sam

cus ...

227. ga, gur

(forms ad-

jectives in

Accadiari)

22ja. ili ...

228.
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

245- gijgibi1

246, gil, sim

247- guk

248. nir ...

249. acar

250. ub (up), ar

(ara)

251. mebulug (of

Ass. origin)

252. gab, du, takh

takh

Cuneiform Character.

253-
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

2; 9. usbar

uzu . .

.

260. urugal

261. sam...

262. aca ...

ram (Ass.

value)

263. ? ...

264. lab, rud

265. agarin

266. ?

267. ubigi

268. ?

269. gaz (gaza), bi

270. HI, ubi

galam, galum

271. ?

272. zicura

273. taltal

274. si, sc, sem ...

{a, sunnu ,..

Cuneiform Character.

:<^glT"f

:<A1>
2>

:<E

:<><

*VYY
*VYT

-Y <«Y
if «Y

Assyrian rendering

uspa-rabu ...

barii...

gabru

?

ramu, nasu, madadu,

maharu

partsu

alu ...

ummu

sarru

daku, niku, puhuz,

khibu

abutu, dam, naclu ...

Meaning.

irtsitu

Ea

nadanu, sacaru

nadu, sapanu, idu,

samu, palas'u

ananu-sa-*, lavu-sa-*

great quiver

?

opposer (hero)

high, to raise, to measure, to

urge on

divider (?)

city

mother (?)

king

shrine (?)

?

to smite, victim, ?, wanting (?)

charm, king, complete

?

the earth

the god Ea

to give, to give

to place, to sweep away, to lay,

to set, to weigh {be favour-

able)

?, tablet of*
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word)

.

Cuneiform Character.

275-
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

285. kal (?)

286. usan

286a. ?

287. sa, gum, cu,

rnulu, lu-

gur, nita

287^. azalak

287^. dinik

288. sis

ur (uru)

289. da [individu-

alising affix

in Ace]

290. zak (s'ak), zik

tami

zikkad

291. ma, mamu ..

292. as ...
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

2931;. kigal

294. ?

295. mir, ega

dhun-gunu ...

296. bar (bara) ...

sar (sara) ...

297. bur, gul (?),

ninda-gunu

298. bis (pis), cu'a-

gunu

kir (cir), gar

299. gar, kar

300. pir ...

301. id

302. ? ...

303. uru, mum
unu

304. de

si, idgal

umun

ubil

Cuneiform Character. Assyrian rendering.

m
»

at

E<

muhirru

karu ...

agu, banu, uzzu

sibbu, sibkhu, iltanu

paraccu, basamu, udu,

risku

saru, paraccu

isdu, bum, salatu-sa-*-,

abnu

cu'a-gunu, palakhu,

rapadu, mamluv,

khuzabu, salalti,

Meaning:.

paratsu

gablu

nasacu, niku, subtu,

biru

saku - sa - ikli, sicitu,

tupuku, nas'u

nappakhu ...

mummu
sagumu ... ...

ruler

to invoke

crown (halo), tiara, coronet

girdle,turban (Heb. nnSDft),

north (?)

altar (sacrifice), balsam, aloe,

nard

incense (?), altar

heap, ?, ?, stone

Merodach of the garden (?), to

worship, ?, rain, clay (?),

spoiling, to stretch

napasu
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phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

3°5-
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Phonetic Value (Acca-
dian word).

319- sa

gisimmar . .

.

320.. lab, lul, ruk,

nar, rar,

. pakh, lib

320. se . .

niga

sana, sanana-

bacu

321. bu (pu), iir,

gid

sepuz

sus, guz

322. ?

323- sud

su

ezu ...

324. tsir (sir)

mus...

325. uz (uts,us), sir

326. tir ...

327. tc, dimmenna

tc, dikh (of

Ass. origin)

327a. mulla

327^. unu, temen-

es-gunu

Cuneiform Character,

*>%

**>->
ii>

^M4 SH<T

^

Assyrian rendering.

damaku

gisimmaru

Meaning.

seum, ziru, lttu,

amaru, magaru

maru

irbittu

?

seru, sadadu, ericu,

mini

maru, nas'akhu, ra-

badu, ebiru

napakhu, Davcina ...

? ...

cricu^ rukutu ...

£r-gunu

am, zaraku, s'uiukhu,

irisu, sakhalu

tsiru...

musu

usu, tsiru

eisatu (kistu), dayanu,

temennu, tsabatu,

cus'su

dakhu

maca *

fortunate

?

king

com (grain), seed, wheat,

wheat, happy

young

four

kin (a measure)

?, long, to extend, light

young, to remove, to adorn (?),

to cross

to dawn, the goddess Dauki

?

to extend, distant

?

?, bucket (?), pardon (?),

request (?), plague (?)

serpent

serpent (?)

?, serpent

jungle, judge

floor (foundation-stone), to

seize, throne

to face
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

328. car

329. It ...

pur, bur

ge ...

umun

330. babar

331. si, Km (liv, li)

ir (?), tim (?)

332' khul

333. curuv

334. seba, izcu (?)

33S- ?

336. pam (pav, pa)

337- ar

338. ? ... ...

339. va ...

tsi

340. timkhir ...

341. pikh

Cuneiform Character.

*m

<

<y

<BH

<!>
.^1

<MJM

<M!<!

<BSMf

<H<T

Assyrian rendering.
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-
dian word).

3S 1 '

35™-

Cuneiform Character. Assyrian rendering. Meanins;.

alim, sagira-

cu'a-igldu

352. cis (kis)

353-

354-

355-

ner ...

nc, pisim

aric . .

.

tidnu

lilis ...

356. zigaru

357. sacan (?) ...

357. sadugacunu

dugu

358. gingir

359. amar

zur (of Ass.

origin)

360. sigisse

361. nim, num, nu

cnum (enuv)

362. zum

'ga* — ' jui — .. .-

A^»-

<p<«

0<>d

»

^gPFr)

ditanu

Rilu, ^arru, Beltu, mi-

tanu, cusariccu

cissatu ... . .

:
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).



3.4 ASSYRIAN GRAMMAR.—SYLLABARY.

Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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00,

Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word.)

402. ud (utu, Ut),

par

lakh...

zal (sal), tam

sam (,u)

zab, erim . .

.

babar

4.02a. e ...

402^. ukh (ukhu).

(see 405)

402c. zabar

4°3' b;r

erim, lakh ...

zab, sab (Ass.

values)

403a. as * nus . .

.

404. ?

405. ukh...

406. pi

a, tal, pi, me

407. 'a, ah

408. sa, lib, sini . .

.

408a. sini

409. pis ...

410. bir

411. nanam

Cuneiform Character.

T

^

Assyrian rendering Meaning,

samsu, yumu, namaru,

enu, nahru-sa-yumi,

urru, pitsu, atsu

samsu, sarru, ellu ...

samsu

yumu, irnmu, samsu

tsabu, bibu ...

tsit-samsi, namaru ...

atsu, makhkhu, padu

cusu, ruhtu...

s'iparru

nuru, namaru

tsabbu

pilu ...

niraru

ruhtu

uznu

me, giltanu ...

giltanu

labbu

kunkut \or kuntar]

eru, aladu ...

saradhu

cinu ...

sun, day, to see, eye, dawning

of day, light, white, - to rise

sun, king, high

the sun

the day, the day, the sun

soldier (host)

sunrise, to see

to rise (issue), mighty, sceptre

?, poison (?)

copper {bronze)

light, to see

soldier (host)

choice

helper

poison (philtre)

ear

water, drop

drop of water

heart (middle, within)

pregnant, begetting

paint (?)

established (firm)

4*
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
Cuneiform Character.

4.T2. gudu

413. zib (sib, tsib)

414. khi, khig ...

dhi, kha

id, sar (sar-

rab), sib

(zib), dhum

dar, dhar ...

sar, dugu

{See No. 357)

415. 1m ...

*TUT

^ (also written\^f)

Assyrian revering.

sar ...

mir, muru

415a. latakh

416. kam (cam),

kham

416a. esses

417. ah (h, hi) ...

?!

A4f

(in Persian inscriptions)

? •

zibbu

dhabu, cissatu, esiru

cissatu-sa-same, bircu

pallilu, Assuru

cissatu, madu, rabu,

mukriudu, sutabu,

dussu, nukhsu, pu-

malu, nakhasu-sa-

nukhsi

rukhu, rikhu, ramanu,

palakhu, rarubatu

saru, samu ...

nahdu, irbu, Ram-

manu

pulukhtu, emuku,

zumru

samu, irtsitu, akhu,

didu, saru, zunnu,

duppu

uduntu-sa-rukhi

Meaning.

to set (end)

l

good, mitltitude, propitious

(holy)

legions of heaven, a knee

a measure

to mingle, the god Assur

multitude, much, great, great,

?, ?, prosperity, powerful,

prosperer ofprosperity

wind (air, tempest, cardinal

point), breath, self, to

worship, fear

brightness (shy), heaven

bright, rain, the Air-god

fear, deep, body (person)

sky, earth, brother (?), ?,

brightness, rain, tablet (?)

quantity of wind

denotes ordinal numbers

umunu small worm
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Phonetic Value (Acca-
clian word).

Cuneiform Character. Assyrian rendering. Meaning.

418. akh, ikli, ukh,

(ukhu)

lammubi

419. bir

420. khar

mur, ur, cin,

kham

420a. urns (=thegod

Belin Cassite)

421. khus (khus)

rus ...

422. s'ukh, sukhar

423. zun ...

424. ?

}25- ?

426. zicara

427. dis (tis), gi ...

ana (Ass.

value)

428. lal

nas, lu

429. lal, u

it

A<^

YY

Tr

uplu, kalmatu, pursu'u,

umunu

rukhuku

napu

sapikhu

semiru, esiru

cirbu, khasu, zumru

tirtu, tirtu-sa-khase ...

khussu

russu

cimmatu

mahdutu

belatu

rabu, dannu

samu

ana, sarru, estinu . .

.

malu, madhu, sapacu,

sakalu, ubburu-sa-

amati,khizu, sapalu,

e.tsilu, saradu-sa-

cipratu, sanaku,

cima, tartsu, callu,

ensu

sakalu, tsabatu, tsim-

du, niru, anira

sukalulu

worm, vermin, flea, small

worm

distant

worm

a destroyer

diamond, bracelet

centre, liver, body

body (form), ?

beaten out (small gazelle)

young gazelle, blue cloth

family (household)

many

lady

great, strong

the sky

to, kins, one

to fill, to fall (?), to four out,

to weigh (fay), crossing of

the sea, ?, under (below),

idle (?), ?, chain, like,facing

(in the time of), to restrain,

sick

to weigh, to seize, yoke, yoke,

yoke

to equal (reach)
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Phonetic Value (Acca-
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Plionetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

452. nm ...

453-
" ?

454. esseb

455- duk, tuc (tug)

du

456 - ur

45 7. sussana

457^- gig*11*

458. sanibi

459. utuk

460. kigu&li, parap

461. mascim

462. cu ...

iputugulacu

dur, pi, tul

us ...

zi ...

tu ...

se ...

tus (dus),

khun, seba,

mugu, ipu-

tugulacu

Cuneiform Character.

IT<«

W«
It

. Tjb

U

III

» ...
1

1*1

^0

Assyrian rendering.

allatu ... ...

sumelu ...

sarru

tucu, isu, akhazu, si-

mu, zarakhu, tsa-

maru

khamamu, etsidu, na-

raru, aruru, khazu

sussanu

ecimmu

sinibu

uduccu

parapu

mascimmu

usibu, subtu, marcasu,

ina, ana, rubu, akru,

tucultu

tucultu, nukhu, zacaru

dhemu

cemu

nadu, tsubatu

tucullu

nasu-sa-eni, mu^aru,

du, tsillu, mulu,

succu, sa-subat-apzi

Meaning.

wife

the left hand

king

to have, to have, to possess, to

place, to rise, to rise (of

stars)

heat {celestial sphere), to

hew (?), to burn, burnt, ?

one-third

two-thirds (forty)

spirit

five-sixths

a demon

to sit down, seat, bondage, in,

to, prince, precious, service

service, rest, to record

law

clothes

to place, clothes

trust {service)

raising of the eyes, inscription,

?, side, ascent (?), booth, seat

of the underworld
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

463. gil, khap

(khab), gur

(gu), cir,

(kir, gir),

rim, girim,

gar, zam,

mik, lagab

Cuneiform Character,

463a. puda (gidda)

464. zar (tsar, sar)

465. umuna

466. zarip ...

467. uh, ua

468. ?

469.
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).
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Phonetic Value (Acca-

dian word).

497- gar

498. nin, ni, mak...

499, dam (dav) ...

50c gu

S01 - ?

502. tsu, tsum, rak,

ri
3
khal(khil)

503. nik (nig) ...

S°4- i

505. el(il)

(See JVo. 211)

506. lum, khum...

507. mun, mur,

ucu

508. ?

509. su, mastenu

essa...

su ...

dhiv, sumasdin

510. sik (sik, sig)

Cuneiform Character.

A.

HH .

Mir

I

510a.

II

I!

Assyrian rendering. Meaninor.

beltu, rubatu

assatu, allatu, [mutu]

ka, Ilu-sa-napkhari,

raatu, panu

?

?

sikhapcu, ellu, bibu

teliltu

unnubu

labinu, libittu, malgu,

Sivannu

ussusu

baru, eribu, nikhappu,

lemu, sakhpu, asaru,

sikhu, caramu, adaru,

khisu, cissatu

sepu

mastenu

essutu

siktu, matsu, matu,

ensu,nadkhu, sakhpu

lady] princess

woman, wife, \Iiusband\

?, god of the world, land, face

?

?

?, high (?), ?

hymn

brick, brickwork, brick, the

month Sivan

foundation

?, to set, ?, ?, overthrow, a

place (?), plague, a vine-

yard (?), darkness (?), ?,

multitude

a foot

mischief

change (time)

?, to find (?), country, sick,

fragment, overthrow

' " a sixtieth " (Oppert)
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Phonetic Value (AccaT

dian word).
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The following is a list of the characters which express the open or -simple

syllables of the Assyrian alphabet. The beginner is advised to commit it to

memory before advancing further in the study of the language. The letters of

the Hebrew alphabet are added in order to explain the transliteration adopted

for Assyrian sounds.

K, », A, ha
||

3, b.

:T*b, fcjjfo, fcfsub.
-] ba, £1 bi, V bu

> ~< be.

pa, %-]*• pi, -^S- or
J<J pu.

5. £"•

I -M ka
> MI w, ku.

STT da
> <T-T di

> ^! du
> £4-T de -

^n dha, ^ * <f^r dhi, py dhu,

jtyyy ta, >-<y< a, >my tu, ^y te.

n, a ^-y ah, hi, h, jgy/ uh.

1, », v. tyyyj= hu, u, ^ u, ^y>-Jg=fy va, u. See also

Ztt.^ za
, ^ d, ^=yy

s, *
rr

tsa
> -tff tsi

> "JN£ tsu "

n;
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), m, also v.
fam,
]av, •

Jme
i
7e

'

j,
ff.

>->f-
an, jt^ or$^ in,

-Ttt un
> *-II

en-

\
na

> ^ ni
> *^- nu

> £5^1 ne.

y, * *=yf

i, ?•
<Y'^*^YY

<
T

ar
' £m ir

' :!I
ra,

^"YY<Y
ri

> iHI ^ <H ru -

tft s. or^ as, S=<YY -is, J^<f us,

<« cs.

or ^ sa,
<J>-

si,
J;Y

«-
J

V" <«" *-£:][ se.

Diphthongs :—H U ai {aya), JI^TI ya (/a).

An ideograph is often indicated by a phonetic complement which gives the

first or last syllable of the Assyrian word which is to be read. Thus V ^\ is

to be rendered by some part (according to the context) of the aorist acsud " I

acquired."

Three main rules to be observed in selecting the value of a character are (i)

that that power Is to be chosen, the first or last consonant of which is the same

as the consonant which ends the preceding syllable or begins the next; (2) that

no Assyrian word, as a general rule, ought to contain more than three radical

letters ; and (3) that values consisting only of a consonant and a vowel are to be

preferred to those in which the vowel is enclosed between two consonants.

An open syllable (that is, one which begins with a vowel) only exceptionally

follows a character which terminates in a consonant ; and all words end with the

line. Determinative Prefixes (D.P.) are a great assistance to the reader. These

are unpronounced ideographs which are always set before certain classes of

persons and objects
; so that their presence enables us to tell with certainty the

nature of the following word. There are also Determinative Affixes (D.A.)

which serve the same purpose.
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The determinative prefixes and affixes are as follows :

PREFIXES I

—
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THE NOUNS.
Nouns substantive and adjective do not differ in form in Assyrian.

The adjective always follows its substantive, and has neither comparative-nor

superlative.

Nouns are of two genders, masculine and feminine, and abstract nouns take

the feminine form. Many words are both masculine and feminine, and may take

the terminations of both genders.

There are two numbers, singular and plural ; and a dual is found in the case

of those nouns which denote doubles, like "the eyes." Adjectives as well as

substantives admit the dual form-

There are three cases, the nominative, ending in -u; the genitive, ending in -i;

and the accusative, ending in -a ; but great laxity prevails in the use of these

forms.

The case-terminations have a final m (or v), termed the mimmation. This

was usually dropped in the later Assyrian inscriptions, though the Babylonian

dialect preserved it to the last.

When one substantive governs another, the governing noun loses the case-

endings (and mimmation), and the governed noun which immediately follows

commonly assumes the termination of the genitive. Thus HI is "lord,"- but HI

nuri, "lord of light."

The feminine singular changes the u of the nominative masculine into -utu,

-atu, and -itu (or etu). The last two forms (atu and itu) might elide the vowel,

unless the root is a " surd " one, like sar, when the final letter is doubled,

producing sarratu, " queen." In the plural the feminine ending became -atu and

-Itu or -etu.

The oldest form of the plural masculine was in -ante, which was originally

used for both genders. We also find traces of a reduplicated plural, like-mami,

"waters," and of a plural in -mm, like diltinu, "buckets." Another form of the

plural masculine was in -utu (carefully to be distinguished from the feminine

singular in -Utu). This is the form of the masculine plural adopted by all

adjectives. The most common termination of the masculine plural was in -e or -i.

These plurals are in many cases indistinguishable from the genitive case of the

singular. The. ending of the dual was a.

There is a curious plural in -tan, which combines the feminine and masculine

terminations. It expresses a collection of anything, e.g., e-bir-ta-an, "a ford."
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PARADIGMS OF NOUNS.

The Characters to be transliterated by the Student.

Masculines

:

—
|

Sing. Nom. ...

„ Gen. ...

„ Ace. ...

Plural

Sing. Construct,

state

~Hf <© *jn
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The Characters to be transliterated by the Student.
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The Characters to be transliterated by the Student.
The Characters to be added by the

Student.

Feminities :—

Construct. Sing.

Construct. PL

a lady 'Hat...

'i-Ia-a-at

goddess

Sing. Norn. . .

.
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The Characters to be transliterated by the Student.

Feminines

:

—
Sing. Norn. . .

.

„ Gen. ...

„ Ace. ...

Plural Norn. ...

„ Ace. .

.

Construct. Sing,

Construct. PI...

tongue

The Characters to be added by- the

Student.

um-mu...

um-mi...

um-ma...

um-ma-a-tu ['ummatu]

um-ma-a-ti '-.

um-ma-a-ta

um

um-ma-a-at

mother

Dual

:

—

-

(Nom., Gen., Ace.)

or j=fty

the two
hands

'uz-na-a fuzna) ...

se-pa-a (sepa)

the two ears

the two feet
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Nouns to be written in Assyrian characters, and declined :
—
Plural,

carbunclecu-du-du (Nbs. 462, 212, 212)

da-rum-mu (289, 11, 23)

ga-ru (227, 22)
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THE NUMERALS.

The cardinals have two forms, masculine and feminine ; but from 3 to jo

the feminine form is used for the masculine, and the masculine form for the

feminine.

When the numerals are expressed in symbols f signifies " one," ]]
" two,"

and so on. <^ stands for 10, ^f for 11, ^{ for 20, &c. f- is 100, and -^f-

(= 10 X 100) is 1000.

The cardinals are denoted by adding ^>~< to the ordinal ; thus ] j^-< is

"first."

Sixty was the mathematical unit : the single wedge (J) accordingly stands

for the soss, or sixty, as well as for one. In fractions it is the understood

denominator ; thus, fff <« (3.30) is 3 §£, i.e. 31

TABLE OF CARDINAL AND ORDINAL NUMBERS.
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20

30

40

5°

60

70

80

90

ASSYRIAN GRAMMAR.—NUMERALS

- \ff ...

= «
= <«
= i«

=
T

=
r<

= .!«

= y<«

= I-

1000 =

kha-mis-se-rit

es-ra-a

si-la-sa-'a

ir-ba-'a, ir-ba-ya

kha-an-sa-'a

sus-su

[si-bu-'a ?]

Example : ]] ^>

a-la-pu

y- <<<y ty^fw = «
2;4S ioxen."

In writing "one" we sometimes find the phonetic complement added to

the cipher to denote whether it has the masculine or the feminine form. Thus,

y >-|J (est-ot) = estin, \ jEsSVf (ikh-zV) = ikkit.

Fractional numbers are as follows :— Jif &]}} *tf-
su-un-nu (ideographically

written >f-)
= " one-half," I ^f ^ ]} *^~ su-us-sa-a-nu = " one-third,''

^ Spf-^*-- si-ni-hi = "two-thirds," ^ B^ ^S- pa-ra-pu = "five-sixths,"

*HI^ ru-bu = " one-fourth," ^\ E^f ia-af* = " one-sixth," -^ £f *t

su-ma-nu =• " one-eighth," and J J^f J su-us-su = " a sixtieth."

The adverbial numerals were formed by the termination yanu, as

y 5^"^
fjf *sf- sa-ni-e-a-nu, or ^ 5ft= B^y f^ ^ sa-ni-ya-a-nu "a second

time" ("twice"), sal-si- a-nu or sal-si-ya-a-nu "a third time." ^ ^1 ^gfcT

sa-ni-tu (" repetition ") was used for "once," and in the later inscriptions it

took the place of the adverbial numerals, e.g., sa-ni-ti sal-sa "the third
.

time." Sal-sa is expressed in the Behistun inscription by the compound

ideograph ^.
Among the indefinite numerals may be reckoned >>%z\ I&J ca-lu,

-^H ^T ™-^> -Wt^> ^^cul-lat "all," ^ ^gab-bu "all," <^f ^JH

gim-ru " the whole," £] Ztf ^| ma'-du-lu " much," and >-^H «=TTTT "l^f

ca-bit-tu " much."
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THE PRONOUNS.

The Personal Pronouns :

r. Sing.

Plural . .

.

Plural, Masc.

.

Fern.

If ~Hf © " T©

EI? -1< EI

TY?£££ J°iPf-

2. .SzV^. Masc...
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Ya-ti {ya-ti-ma) and catu (ca-ta) are more substantival in their use than

the other forms of the first two personal pronouns, and are generally met with

as the first words of a sentence. Besides ya-ti we also find B^]] K r ya-w an^

The Possessive Pronouns are suffixed to the Nouns and Verbs. The

following1

is a list of them :

—

POSSESSIVE PRONOUN AFFIXES OF THE NOUN.

1. Sing. Com. Gend. ^E|T' IT

Plural

2. Sing. Masc. ..
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In the later period of the language, the possessive pronouns are attached

to the substantive at-tu "being" or "essence," and the compound is then used

as an emphatic repetition of the pronoun ; thus >-<^ tZ-]} £E| *~|t! It sir-ya

at-tu-a = " my own race " (literally " my race (which is) mine "),

£tT ^1^1 It !f
^"" ^TIT^ If at-hi-u-a, a-bu-u-a " to me (was) my father."

When the accent fell on the last vowel of the noun to which the possessive

pronoun was suffixed, the initial consonant of the second and third pronoun

suffixes were often doubled, as tlU -^S- £s<Y
J

cir-bu-us-su " its interior," for

cirbti-su.

POSSESSIVE PR.ONOUN SUFFIXES OF THE VERB.

i. Sing. -anni, -inni, -nni, -ni ...

2. ,, Masc. -acca, -icca, -cca, -ca, -c

2. ,, Fan. -acci, -icci, -cci, -ci

3. „ Masc. -assu, -issu, -su, -s

3. „ Fern, -assi, -assa, -ssa, -ssi, -sa, -si

Plural -annini, -annu, -nini, -nu

,, -accunu, -accun, -cunu, -cun

,, -accina, -accin, -cina, -cin

,, -assunuti, -assunu, -assun, -sunutu (v),

-sunuti (v), -sunuta (v), -sunu, -sun

„ -assinati, -assina, -assin, -sinatu (v), sinati (v),

•sinata (v), -sina, -sin

A final n might be assimilated to the initial s of the 3rd person suffix ; thus

^ESftf KYY *~T| gfc *£Y *^- >-<!< in-da-na-as-su-nu-ti " he gave them," for inda-

nan-sunuti.

Besides -cunu, we also find
J^J *f- >~tf<

cu-nu-ti, and besides ^| *^- >^<

sunuti and /Y>- >~/"Y >~<Y< sinati, we find su-nu-siv or su-nu-si and si-na-si-iv, just

as yasi appears by the side of yati.
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Masc.

Fern.

THE DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

Plural.

Masc. ... ^ J |^ *-^f su'atu, su'ati, su'ata —this, that ... J |
y *"^J V" su'atunu, su'atun,

satunu

./fe«. ... yj»- II *~££E| si'atu, ...

„ ... Y YJ *-tt[ sa'atu (or satu), ...

sa'ati, sa'ata

>T YJ >~<Y< >-V"| su'atina, satina,

sinatina

^ ]} J
sa'asu, wsasu = //&«, that... ^ T >^- sasunu, sasun

^T YI W sa'asa w sasa, sa'asi ... ... Uf YJ /Y>- >~t1 sa'asina or sasinasa asa or sasa, sa asi

or sasi

Three demonstratives are used to determinate distance, £3^*-^ ammu
or t] ma ("hie") "this by me;" >-*^\ «^- annu ("iste") "that by you;"

and ^fcY^ J|=U \illu (" ille ") " that by him." Of ammu we find only the sing,

fern, i^s^ iz] ]} ^y ammate, and ma (£\ ]}} or ma the contracted form of the

sing. masc. amma, and the pi. masc. ammilta, which is used as a suffix. Thus

we have sar Assur-ma, " king of this same Assyria
;

" anni-ma or an-ma,

"myself" (literally, "this person here"); >- >-^ £f (]*- ]} >-<]< ina sanati-ma

si'ati " in this very year." This suffix is especially common at the end of the

astrological tablets.

Sing
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1

From ullu was formed in later times the adj. (£?[£ JpT| ]} ]} ulluai " on the

further side."

In the Persian period we find a new demonstrative 'ago, or kaga,

or hagat : >

Sing. Masc. ... |]f ^fff^
'

aSa> 'a-ga-a, a-ga-h , .
, Com. gen. ... |J ^111"^ f?

'a-ga-a

-ta

This pronoun was further compounded with annu and the personal pronouns,

so as to strengthen the determinative idea ; thus :

Singular, Masc. ... ]} t1]]]^ ^^f V"
'

agannu > 'aganna

„ „ ... yj tyyy^ j tyyyt 'aga-su'u, /«,? ««ot^

Plural, Masc. ... ^ S^y^ >-*^f
*^- >"%S^ 'agannutu, aganutu

„ Fern. ... y^ S^yyy^
- ^'-y 5pP *"£!=! 'agannitu, 'aganet

„ „ ... yi ^yy^ T *jf-
'aga-sunu, they namely

Instead of 'aga-su, sii-aga also occurs, and aga is frequently used like a mere

article;
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RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

The Relative Pronoun is ^f sa, of all numbers and genders, which was

originally a demonstrative. It may be understood, as in English, "the man I

saw" for " the man whom I saw." It is often used to express the periphrastic

genitive, when instead of the construct state, the full form of the first noun

with the case-ending is given followed by sa, which then means exactly our

" of." Thus « iffl T ^ ^ s&rru sa matdti " king of the world." Some-

times the first noun was omitted, as ina sa Garganis "according to (the

maneh) of Carchemish."

The Interrogative Pronoun is « *jf-
man-nu, £] *^~ ma-nu, or « man,

" who ? " " what," " which." Sometimes it is contracted into ma-a. Mi-e or

mi also signified "who," and may be suffixed to mannu, forming « *tf-
]>~

manmi-me, " who."

The Indefinite Pronouns are the indeclinable £] *-]\^ t] ma-nam-ma,

ma -no-ma, man-ma, ma-am-man, ma-am-ma, or ma-num-ma, "anybody," and

<E£ A4f -I mi-im-ma, "anything." The negative ^ la or <£[* «/, joined

in the same sentence with these pronouns, gave them a negative meaning,

" nobody " " nothing." This negative meaning might be retained even when the

accompanying negative was dropped, likepersonne, &c, in French, Jy f T Svjt f t[

at-um-ma or ya-um-ma, with the negative understood, and |^I nin also,

signified "nobody." £] Hf< t] matina was "at any time," or "in any place."

The indeclinable £]^ mala=" as many as." " Some, others," was expressed

by ]} *f- ^\ a-nu-te—a-nu-te, and \\ }}< <f^| a-kha-di—a-kha-di. A-kha-ri-tu=
" other," sa-mmi-ma =" another," estin ana estin = " one to another."

The Reflexive Pronoun is t^I t] *sf- ra-ma-nu, ra-ma-ni, ra-ma-na " self,"

to which the possessive pronouns were suffixed, as ra-ma-ni-ya "myself,"

ra-ma-mi-ca or ra-ma-nn-uc-ca " thyself," ra-ma-ni-su-un " themselves."

ttf\i:X2[ gadu also was used for "individual," and "myself" might be

expressed by Hf SffV t] an-ni-ma orH t] an-ma (literally " this (man) here ").
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THE VERB.

Assyrian Verbs are for the most part triliteral, that is to say, the root consists

of three consonants or semi-consonants.

If the root consist of three consonants the verb is called complete ; if one

or more of the three radical letters are semi-consonants which easily pass into

vowels (h or £$ becoming a ; v or 1 becoming u ; y or 1 becoming, i; and e or $
losing its guttural sound), the verb is called defective.

There are four principal Conjugations :

—

(1) Kal, the simplest form, with an active (more rarely a neuter) signi-

fication, as ^y<f-^ ^ *fflT I ictum " he concealed."

(2) Niphal, the passive of Kal, formed by prefixing n, which may be

assimilated to the following vowel, as >-f<y^ ^tJ ^ s»fflT| iccatum

" he was concealed " (for incatum).

(3) Pael, with an intensive (and hence, sometimes a causative) significa-

tion, formed by doubling the second radical letter of the root,

and conjugating the persons with an inserted u, as

^I!Tfc M\ KjSSLj yucattum {—.i-u-cattum) " he did conceal."

(4) Shaphel, with a causative signification, formed by prefixing s(a) to

the root, and conjugating the persons, with inserted u, as

MfTT^ ^TT^r- ^j^Tf H yusac^um '•' ne caused to conceal."

Instead of Shaphel, concave verbs [see below] have Aphel, s having been

changed into h and lost, as ^flft -^ JM| yudhib " he caused to be good."

Each of the four principal conjugations has two secondary forms made by

inserting t and tan after the first consonant ; thus :—

(id) Iphteal from Kal, as >-]<]£ ^fff ^J^ T
ic-ta-tmn.

(ib) Iphtaneal from Kal, as ^f<y^ £]]} K^il! ic-tan-tum.
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(20) Ittaphal from Niphal, as ^f tgsz <^jTI it-ta-ctum (for in-ta-ctum).

(2d) Ittanaphal from Niphal, as ^| g^YYT ^1 H& ^H <?^1 ?V"^^'

-accatum (for in-tan-accatum).

(la) Iphtaal from Pael, as sTv?t" j^fff ££f <pffrff yuc-ta-ttum.

(3^) Iphtanaal from Pael, as 6^*L ^|ff *^| ^f <3Hl yuc-tan-attum.

(40) Istaphal from Shaphel, as J^f £^= <^T| yus-ta-ctum or yul-ta-ctum.

(4b) Istanaphal from Shaphel, as J^f jH|f >-^| >-£f <^f| yus-tan-adum

01• yul-tan-actum.

From the Aphel of concave verbs is formed an Itaphal, as ^=YTT
£== S^TTl ^1 1

1

yu-ta-dhib.

These secondary conjugations have a reflexive force.

Niphal and Shaphel (and also probably Aphel) admit also of Paelisecl

conjugations, (2c) Niphael, as >~f<y* Jf <P?PT| iccattum, and (4*) Shaphael, as

p^] ^.K£ffl\ yuscattum,

From Niphal, Pael, and Shaphel, other intensive conjugations could be formed

by repeating the last radical : thus (2nd) Niphalel, as >-]<]*^H ^!^f C^ A4f
iccatumim; (3rd) Palel, as yucatumim ; and (\th) Shaphalel, as yusactumim.

Except Kal and Niphal, which stood in the relation of active and passive to

one another, the other conjugations had passives formed by changing the vowels

of the root into u, thus :

(3)
Pael makes t|f]t |g| *| <^jf| yucuttum (permansive, cuttum).

(4) Shaphel makes J^f JU <J$$\,yus-cu-tum (permansive, sucutum or

sucatimi).

Aphel makes £j\]& THE
f
i$z yudhub.

(4a) Istaphal makes (permansive) Jf Z0^ >-<]< ^ff sutactim.
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The Moods are five in number

—

(i) the indicative, (2) the subjunctive,

(3) the imperative, (4) the precative, and (5) the infinitive.

The indicative possesses two primary and three secondary Tenses—(1) the

permansive or perfect; (2) the aorist or imperfect; (3) the present, a modified form

of the aorist; (4) the perfect or pluperfect, the older form of the aorist; and (5)

the future, the older form of the present.

The original tenses of the verb were (1) the perfect (permansive) and (2)

the imperfect (aorist) ; but under the influence of Accadian, the imperfect split

itself into two forms, one shorter (as £^ff H^^TIT iscun " he made ") and one

longer (as fc|E ^f^ ^Ep isaccin " he makes "), which came to be used with

a real tense-distinction of meaning (as in Ethiopic). The longer and more
primitive form of the present (isaccinu) came further to be used with a future

force ; and the longer and more primitive form of the aorist (iscunu), from its

being adopted after words like " when " or " who," came to have generally a

perfect or pluperfect sense.

The permansive (perfect) has- grown out of the close attachment of abbre-

viated forms of the personal pronouns to nouns and participles into a true

tense.

Besides the apocopated or ordinary aorist (iscun) and the pluperfect aorist

(iscunu), there exists (1) a conditional or motive aorist (iscuna) formed by the

attachment of a, " the augment of motion," to the apocopated aorist, and (2)'the

energic aorist formed by the retention of the original mimmation, iscunum(ma),

iscunim(ma), iscunam(ma). There was also another form of the aorist which

ended in -i (as iscuni).

These terminations of the aorist in -u, -i, -a, answer to the three case-endings

of the noun, the apocopated aorist corresponding with the constructs state, and

go back to a time when but little distinction was made between the noun and the

verb. The subjunctive mood is used in relative and conditional clauses, and
is denoted by the addition of the particle ni, which may be placed after the

possessive pronoun suffix, as <
|gj t£. A-f^ J=] ^fi ci ikabu-su-ni " when he

had called it."
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The imperative is confined to the 2nd person, the 2nd pers. sing., masc.

giving the simplest form of the verb (as sucun, rikkits, tsabat), the vowels always

being the same in both syllables, the 2nd pers. fern, ending in i (as sucini or

sucni), the 2nd pers. pi. masc. in -u (as sucinu or sucnu) and the 2nd pers. pi.

fern, in a (as sucina or sucna). The 2nd pers. sing. masc. may take the augment

of motion -a (as sucuna or sucna). The precative is formed by prefixing lu or li

(the vowel of which coalesces with the vowel of the person-prefix in the 1st and

3rd persons) to any one of the forms of the aorist. It is generally used in the

3rd person, as liscun " may he place." The infinitive is really a verbal substan-

tive and declined accordingly.

Besides the moods, every conjugation possesses a participle, which, except in

Kal and the Pael of concave verbs, prefixes mu-.

There are three numbers, singular, plural, and dual, but the dual which ends

in -a is only found in the 3rd person.

There are three Persons in the singular and plural, the 2nd and 3rd having

different forms for masculine and feminine.

A 'feminine nominative, however, is often used improperly with a masculine

verb (as ->-] <^7r
&=
TTTS= ti^)Hl *"TM ^star yusaPri

" tne goddess Istar

disclosed ") and on the other hand, in the 2nd pers. plural (especially in the

imperative) we frequently find the feminine instead of the masculine form.

There are many contracted forms in the Assyrian verb, produced chiefly by

dropping a short -tor -a; thus Jj^J tf>- (££ tastalmi for taslalami, £= >f^ <^§^

taptikdi for taptikidi, ittalcu for ittallicu, tasalmu for tasallimu, uszzz of ulziz for

usaziz.

D> ts, z, or s assimilate the inserted t of the secondary conjugations, as

t| }} >~< its-tsa-bat for tf £rfIf *< its-ta-bat, t| }} ^\\} iz-za-car for iz-ta-car.

S may change the t into s" becoming s" itself, as t| £fc S^^E i's-'sa-can and

i-sa-can for P^ff 5^111 ^^E is-ta-can.

The enclitic conjunction va (" and) " is attached very closely to the termination

of the verb.
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PARADIGMS.

The Strong or Complete Verb.

KAL.

The second vowel of the aorist may be either a, i, or ti, as iscun " he placed,"

ipdhir " he freed," itsbat " he took," but u is most common.

The third vowel of the present may similarly be either a, i, or u, as inaccar

" he estranges," isaccin " he places," idamimmi " it passes away," but i is, by far,

the most common vowel.

The first person singular of the aorist sometimes has e in Babylonian instead

of «, as <« t^lfcj e
'

snik f°r asnik, and verbs ^"g (see infra) in Assyrian

might adopt the same vowel.
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AORIST.

Singular.

g=-KHfff as"cun <WH 4
(" Iplaced")

;

2. Masc. „ ,,
tas-cun; „ ,,

2. Fern. „ ,, tas-cu-ni; ,, ,,

3. Masc. ., ,, is-cun

;

. „ „

3. Fern. „ „ tas-cun; „ ,,

-1 ar-khi-its J

(" / inundated")
;

tar-khi-its;

tar-khi-tsi

;

ir-khi-its

;

tar-khi-ite

;

:\W >-< ats-bat

{"I took")

ta- ats-bat

ta-ats ba-ti

its-bat

ta-ats-bat

1
. Spf j^y| >-|AHfH ni-is-cun

>

2. Masc. „ „ tas-cu-nu;

tas-cu-na;

„ is-cu-nu

;

,, is-cu-na

;

2. Fern.

3. Masc.

3. Fern.

j;

Plural.

rT ni-ir-khi-its

;

£jpj_ fcY >—

<

ni-its-bat

tar-khi-tsu

;

„ ., ta-ats-ba-tu

tar-khi-tsa

;

,, ., ta-ats-ba-ta

ir-khi-tsu

;

„ „ its-ba-tu

ir-khi-tsa; „ „ its-ba-ta

:r<y

Dual.

\\W[^n {[iscU } ^AWW -kto^ ^^I^IHf Hs-ba-ta-a

The student will form the future and pluperfect by attaching the vowel -% to

those singular forms of the present and aorist which end in a consonant, and

-uni (also -unu, -unuv, and -univ) to those plural forms of the same tenses which

end in a consonant.

Sing. 2. Masc. jEf HfA""!!!

„ 2. Fern. „ „

Phi. 2. Masc. „ „

„ 2. Fern. ,, „

IMPERATIVE.
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WZfl-
2. Masc.

3. M. &- F

3, Masc.

3, Fern.

3. Maic.

3. Fern.
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2. Masc.

2. Fern.

3. Masc.

3- Fern.

Masc.

Fern.

Masc.

Fern.

ASSYRIAN GRAMMAR.—VERBS.

IPHTEAL.

permansive (Perfect).
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1

Singular.

2.MOSC. ^11^^ Sitn

2. Fern.
>> j)

IPHTEAL—contmued.
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NIPHAL.

permansive (Perfect).

Singular.

I.
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aorist— Continued.

Plural.

na-as-sa-cin, na-as-sa-cun

2. Masc. „ „ tas-sa-ci-nu, tas-sa-cu-nu

2. Fem.
,, ,, tas-sa-ci-na, tas-sa-cu-na

3. Masc. ,. „ is-sa-ci-nu, is-sa-cu-nu

3. Fem. ,i „ is-sa-ci-na, is-sa-cu-na

Dual.

3. „ „ [is-sa-ci-na-a]

INFINITIVE.

*~f] £^E ^t-f If
*^~ na-as"ca"a-nu [nascanu]

PARTICIPLE.

*"*^ ^ {.(.( ^ ^Jsf V" mu-se-es-sa-ci-nu [musessacinu]
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ISTAPHAL.

. permansive (or Perfect).

Singular.

[na-as-te-cu-na-cu ?], &c.

IMPERATIVE.

Singular.

2. Masc. ni-tas-cin (?), &c.

PRESENT.

Singular.

=r^yty^

PRECATIVE.

Singular.

at-ta-as-can, &c.

li-it-tas-cin, &c.

AORIST.
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PAEL

—

continued.
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IPHTAEL.

permansive. Notfound.
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'ISB.TKEL—continued .

imperative. Notfound.

PRECATIVE,

Singular.
'

Plural.

3. JIeIJ 5f^f £g5^ J=£E lu-us-tac-can
|

3. it/arc. JgJJ £^f £»2^ ><££[ ^" lu-us-tac-ca-nu

1
3. »/«. „ . „ lu-us-tac-ca-na

INFINITIVE. PARTICIPLE.

[sa-tac-ca-nu] I ^fff ^S^v ^Js V~ mus-tac-ci-nu
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SHAPHEL,

permansive. Notfound.
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ISTAPHAL.

permansive. Notfound.

PRESENT.
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THE WEAK OR DEFECTIVE VERBS.

If one of the radicals of a verb is n, d, h, u (v), i {y) or e, it differs in

many particulars from the conjugation of the Strong Verb, owing to the

assimilation of these letters to other "vowels or consonants.

Verbs which begin with these letters are called verbs )"0, N"S, n"S, V'Q,

"""Q, and S>"S; verbs which end with them are called verbs ]"b, N"7, lY'7

1"7, 1"7, and y"b ; verbs which have one of these letters as a second radical

are called verbs )"$, iO, n"y, Y% *>'% and y"y. The last class of verbs are

also called Concave Verbs.

Verbs ]"S.

N is assimilated to the following letter ; though in some few instances we

find it irregularly retained. Before b or / it may be changed to m.

Kal

Iphteal

Niphal

Ittaphal

Pad

Iphtaal

Shaphel

Istaphal

Shaphael

Istaphael

Pael

Iphtaal

Shaphel

Istaphal

Shaphael

PERMANSIVE.

>-rf lEfflEY

-TlV AY

PASSIVE.

^r ^y ^ a^
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Verbs «"s,

KAL.

PERMANSIVE.
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PARADIGM OF THE OTHER CONJUGATIONS.
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PARADIGM OF THE OTHER CONJUGATIONS.

PERMANSIVE,
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Verbs Vs.

KAL.

PERMANSIVE.
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IMPERATIVE.
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Verbs i"B.

KAL. .

PERMANSIVE.

Singular.

i. [inikacu]

2. Masc.

2. Fern.

3. Masc.

3. Fern.

Plural.

1.

2. Afefi".

2. Fan.

3. .Mwir, [iniku]

3. Fern.

fcS^'

PRESENT.

Singular.

I
>-Mf i-na-ak

ti-na-ak

ti-na-ki

i-nak

ti-nak

Plural.

ni-nak

ti-na-ku

ti-na-ka

i-na-ku

i-na-ka

AORIST.

Singular.

"Isuckled"

» ti-ni-ik

., ,, ti-ni-ki

„ „ i-nik

„ „ ti-nik

Plural.

,, ,, ni-nik

„ „ ti-ni-ku

, „ ti-ni-ka

,, ., i-ni-ku

,. i-ni-ka

IMPERATIVE
AND PRECATIVE.

Singular.

-£&HH H-nik

nik

„ ni-ki

„ li-nik

Plural.

„ ni-ku

„ ni-ka

„ li-ni-ku

,, li-ni-ka

PARTICIPLE.

i-ni-ku

PARADIGM OF THE OTHER CONJUGATIONS.

PERMANSIVE.

Iphteal ... [tenuk]

Niphal ... [nenuk]

Ittaphal . .

.

Pad [cnnak]

Iphtaal

Shaphel ... [senak]

Istaphal ... [satenak]

Istataphal. . . [satetinak]

PRESENT.

-E '~<]< *~*~] *^Q i-ti-na-ak

„ i-ni-na-ak

,, it-ti-nak

„ i-en-nak

,, in-nak

,, yut-te-en-nak

„ yu-se-nak

„ yus-te-nak

Sfltf VT ^! -S® yus-tc-te-nak

AORIST.

J=E T̂<HH i-ti-nik

i-ni-nik

it-ti-nik

i-en-nik

in-nik

yut-te-en-nik

yu-se-nik

yus-te-nik

yus-te-te-nik
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IMPE
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PARADIGM OF THE OTHER CONJUGATIONS.
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CONCAVE VERBS.

KAL.
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KAL.

—

continued.

93

IMPERATIVE AND PRECATIVE.

Singular.

J - |E=1| ^f tjjf:...
lu-u-t-tur, lu-tur-ru

2. Jfrtjc. "^J:]^^ tir, tir-ra »^- tar

4^ dn Uh duk

2. Fern. „ ti-ri, ta-ri, ci-ni
; du-ci

3. M. andF. „ lit-tur, li-tur

INFINITIVE.

=TTT It "till ta'-a-ru to turn

Plural.

-«^|JE du-ku " smite yef cinu " establish ye"

„ du-ca, ci-na

„ lit-tu-ru, li-tu-ru

Dual.

„ lit-tu-ra, li-tu-ra

PARTICIPLE ACT,

PARTICIPLE PASS.

^I<W ti-ru <fj£ £^~J di-ku <gf^
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Iphteal

Niphald

Ittaphald

Pad

Iphteal

Paid

Iphtalel

Shaphel

Istaphd

Aphel

Itaphal

Shaphad

Isiaphad

Shaphel Pass,

ASSYRIAN GRAMMAR .—VERBS

,

PARADIGM OF THE OTHER CONJUGATIONS.

AORIST.

*-T<T*Hf<s£Sfflic-ti-in

]**

:ffle J! 4S

it-bu'

f ic-ca-nin 1

1 iz-za-nun
J

ic-ca-nin

I iz-za-nun

it-tac-nin

/ yu-uc-cin 1

\ yuc-cin J

yuc-ti-in

yuc-ni-in

ic-te-nin

yu-sa-cin

yus-ta-cin

yu-cin

yuc-cin

yu-sac-cin

[yus-tac-cin]

yu-su-cin

IMPERATIVE,

[ci-tu-un]

[te-bu]

PARTICIPLE.

^sf^v^jk*^- mu-uc-ti-nu

na-ac-nin
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Verbs H"h, T\"h, )"b, *'h, y"V.

KAL.

permansive {or Perfect).

Singular.

!. >~t1 m YgJ na-sa-cu "I

lift up"

-

2. Masc. +-*~\^ S^| na-sa-at ...

2. 7v/«. — — ...

3. .Muvr. >~^"Y £T na-su

3. /%"«. >~^| V" na-sat

Plural.

1.

2. Masc.

2. iw«.

na-su-u

3. Fern.

3-

TJT<

I
W YI na-sa-a

Dual.

\ ^ ]} na-sa-a

PRESENT.

Singular.

TJfcV'S a-sab -bi>

"
"Ispeak"

,, „ ta-gab-bi'...

„ „ ta-gab-bi'

„ ,, i-gab-bi' ...

„ „ ta-gab-bi'

Plural.

„ na-gab-bi'

,, „ ta-gab-bu

„ ta-gab-ba

., i-gab-bu ...

,, „ i-gab-ba ...

Dual.

„ i-gab-ba-a

-Sfi

AORIST.
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Verbs y"V properly have e in the last syllable, as £^yf \>- fcfJ
is-me-e " he

heard," but i frequently takes its place. In the plural we may have Jr<|y |>-
<^

is-me-u as well as >^]] *^ is-mu.

PARADIGM OF THE OTHER CONJUGATIONS.
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By combining the forms given in these Paradigms the student will be able to

obtain the forms of doubly defective Verbs like ]} t"?i= a^su " to S° forth,"

>-£] *^ lavu " to cling to," ^if ^ bavti " to come."

PARADIGM OF QUADRILITERAL VERBS.

The Characters to be added by the Student.
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VERBS TO BE CONJUGATED BY THE STUDENT.

'• -tH V ^1
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Veres to be conjugated and the Characters added by the Student.

99

41.
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LIST OF ASSYRIAN PREPOSITIONS.

13.

14.

16.

Km
TJ^ T

£ J!

t-TTT ^T ^
1-m >*r -y

x7- MT &

a-di

a-khi, a-

kha-at

a-khar ...

ar-cu, ar-ci

as-su, as-

sum

ba-lu,baliv

bi-rid ...

di-khi . .

.

ul-li ...

ul-la-nu

ul-la-num-

ma

ul-tu . .

.

is-tu

il-la-mu...

il-la-an [or

elan]

il-lu .

up to

at the side of

behind

to, for

after

in, by, in re-

gard to

without

within, near

opposite

among

before

upon

from, out of

from, out of

before

beyond

upon

19- £S=

23-

24.

25-

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3i-

32-

33-

34-

35-

>-
gsgyy |- >~<|<

*JTT -
--IMW•

*Jff- ^C£ >-»-[

1m

ina, in . .

.

in-na, in-

nannu

it-ti, it . .

.

ci-ma, cim

ci-bit . .

.

ci-rib . .

.

cu-um ...

la-pa-ni...

li-me-tij li

lib-bi, libba

makh-ri

mi-ikh-rit

nir

ne-mi-du

£-khar-ti

e-la

from, with

in, by, with

in, from

with, during

accordingto,as

like

by commandof

in the midst of

instead of

before

near

in the midst if_

before

among

below, near,

against

towards ,

throughout
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ASSYRIAN PREPOSITIONS—continued.

36.
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THE CONJUNCTIONS.

, < or q^
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THE ADVERBS.

The most common mode of forming the adverb in Assyrian was by attaching

the termination -is to the construct-state of a noun (whether sing, or pi.) ; as

rab-is " greatly," el-is " above," sallat-is " for a spoil," caccab-is " like a star,"

sadan-is " like mountains." The accusative case of the noun, with or without

the mimmation, might also be used adverbially, as paled " amply," rubam

"greatly."

The genitive also, with or without the mimmation, is sometimes found ; as

batstsi " in ruin," labirim " of old."

The most common adverbs of place and time are the following :—

1. 11 fcfe ^ry
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DERIVATION OF NOUNS.

A large proportion of Assyrian nouns are derived from different forms of the

verb. Thus from Kal we have the infinitives t^YJ j^ ^ t""^N
ra-kha-a-tsu

"to inundate," ^ <Jg[
£fc ^YJ ni-ci-i-hi "to cut off," and jy ^ jz]]]jz ^JTT

su-mu-u-ru '"
to keep ;" the participle passive >^-]] vEjsJ fc£: >-YT da-li-i-khu

" troubled," and the active participle t| Y^ g^ffi Jp|
ma-a-li-cu " ruling " where

the long « of the first syllable serves to distinguish it from ma-li-cu " a king,"

which is derived from the Permansive.

From Pael we have nouns like |Eg^ t^YJ J^T kar-ra-du " war-like,"

lim-mu-nu " injured."

From Palel, >^ ^|<f -|f<f
nam-ri-ri " bright."

From Iphteal and Iphtaal,
jzYTf "tffl V*" cit-ru-bu " a meeting," lat-bu-su

" clothed," git-ma-lu " a benefactor."

From Shaphel, ^Y^Tf V C^^ sap-sa-ku " an opening," sum-m-tu " a

slaughter."

From Niphal, XX] fR 'till
nab-kha-ru "collected," nab-ni-tu "offspring,"

num-kha-ru " a receipt."

From the weak verbs come words like 4^z_ ^f mi-ru " offspring " for

md-iru, sa-hu " summit " from nasu, and from verbs V'S, /#-ta (for lid-tu), li-du,

li-i-tu, li-da-a-tu, and lit-tu-tu, all meaning "offspring." Also forms which repeat

the second radical, as li-lic-cu "agoing," lil-li-du "a birth," dadmu "man," the

Heb. adatn G~?N.

When a monosyllable is repeated the last consonant of the first syllable is

generally assimilated to the first consonant of the second syllable, as j£I iS-| £^|

kak-ka-du (for kad-kadu) "a head," ca-dc-ca-bu (for cab-cabii) "a star."

The prefixM denotes the instrument, action, or place, as (( ^ £^] -man-za-zu

a "bulwark."

The prefix T (another form of Iphteal) builds abstracts, as YJ>—Y Y- Yl >-sfc{

tas-me-a-tu " a hearing," te-ni-se-tu " mankind," tu-ku-ma-tu or tuk-ma-tu " oppo-

sition." Also adjectives as Tds-me-tu " she who hears " (the wife of Nebo).

Roots may be increased by prefixing a vowel, as tj^J >-J:VJ >&-JTJ al-ca-cat
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or il-ca-cat " stories," e-da-khu " warrior," im-mi-ru " youngling," u-ta-a-ma

" lawgiver."

A word might be lengthened by affixing ami (also mu or innu and unu) to

the construct
; g||< >~^ || >f- cir-ba-a-nu " an offering," h^- fc^yy || *^-

sil-dka-a-nu "a king," -^y J^ <T< *^~ te-er-din-nu " a descent,"
|| J>-^

>^- a-gu-nu

" a crown." Words so formed were collectives.

Gentile nouns were formed by the termination ai (fern, aitu), as >-<y< £5^

^yyy y| y} ti-{h)am-ta-ai " a sailor," g^ H ^ ^! It !f
Ba-H-ia-ai " a

Babylonian," Dur-Sar-ci-na-ai-ti " she of Dur-Sargon."

Quadriliterals are occasionally found, as well as quinqueliterals, as a-sa-ri-du

" first-born," khar-pa-su " vehemence," kha-mi-luhk-khi " stores," kka-ba-tsi-il-la-tu

"a lily."

Many Assyrian words are borrowed from Accadian.

PHONOLOGY.

The chief phonetic rules to be remembered are the following :—

i. A sibilant before a dental generally becomes /, as kha-mil-tu "five"

for kha-mis-tu.

2. A dental followed by s is (together with the sibilant) resolved into ss

or s, as sUf fc ygy *gr~TT
ka-as-hi or £J^ *^If ka-hi for kat-su

" his hand."

3. A dental preceded by a sibilant: is assimilated to the latter, and when

the sibilant is s the last rule takes effect, as its-tsa-bat for its-ta-bat

" he is taken," ii-ia-can and i-sa-can for is-ta-can " he dwells."

4. After a guttural, the t of the secondary conjugations may change to d

or dh, as ik-dha-rib for ik-la-rib " he approached."

5. Kh in the other Semitic idioms, is frequently replaced in Assyrian by

h, or lost altogether.

6. Instead of k the Babylonian dialect often has g; as ga-tu for ka-tu

" hand ;" and this change of letter sometimes makes its way into

the Assyrian dialect.
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7. C frequently takes the place of k (especially at the beginning of a

word), and also (but more rarely) of g, as ^|gj ^

—TTI ^>" c^'r^u

for MI ^TTI^ ki-ri-bu '' neighbourhood," <^J S^YfTT
ci-bit for

I-II MfTTT
ki-bit " command ;" and where the other Semitic dialects

prefer the softer consonants (g, s), Assyrian often combines c and

ts in a root.

8. N is generally assimilated to the following consonant, as id-din for

in-din " he gave." Conversely, a double dental may be resolved

into nd or nt.

9

.

M may become n before a dental, sibilant, or guttural, as khan-sa for

kham-sa "five," and then be assimilated to the following consonant,

as
-^*"HfTT -^,1^ ikhkhar for imkhar "it is present." Conversely,

double b or double p may be resolved into mb or mp, as i-nam-bu'

for i-nab-bu' " he proclaims."

10. E (s^) is always a vowel, and is very frequently used as inter-

changeable with i.

N.B.—The Assyrians had considerable difficulty in adapting the characters

of a foreign (Accadian) syllabary to express the sounds of their own language.

Hence in the 3rd pers. sing, of a verb, whenever the form requires a prefixed u
(in Pael, &c), we have to supply a y ; thus J^<| must be read yus, not us, ^TYTsr

yu, not u. Before |^, h has often to be understood, and sometimes has to be

supplied (though not written) after a vowel. Mand v were interchangeable in

Accadian, and possibly also in Assyrian ; at all events they are interchangeable

in the writing, and tf, e.g., must sometimes be read ma and sometimes va,

£55^ sometimes am and sometimes av. The chief drawback occasioned by the

syllabary was that a final guttural may be read g, c, or k, a final dental d, dk, or t,

a final labial b or p, a final sibilant s or s, and even 2 or ts. Thus jlA may be

either tig, tic, or tik. Again, ^ represented both za and tsa, fc^YJ da or dha,

{^\ di or dhi, and -^S- bu or pu. Only a certain number of characters contained

the vowel e. There was no sh or th.
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READING LESSONS.

Extract from the Annals of Tiglath-Pileser I (W.A.I. XVI, col. 8, line 39) :

—

(39.) -imr £TTT^ *fl <Wm $mB£ >m «o.)
*T' IK -TT<T &tt

li - ta - at kur- di - ya ir - nin - tu tam-kha- n - ya

The records of my warriors, - the battle-shout of my fighting,

<V *-m A- h« («•) II *w *m *l Hf II -V V Hf.TI ^ <BSJ
sue -nu- us naciri tsa - e - ru - ut D.P. A-s'ur sa D.P. A-nu va

the submission of enemies hostile to Asshur, whom Anu and

Hf A4f - (4«oT?-^;!-.-<T-:t^-^T< ^TT *HI M ^TTT- ^
D.P. Rammanu a- na si - tsu - ti is - ru - cu - u - ni

Rimmon to destruction have given,

(43.) *t>*\ s^J^teW^W <Hgj HH- Sfr^f- (44.) ^liTIIIMIH
i - na D.P. na - ra a- ya va tim-me- ni - ya al - dim - ur

on my tablet and my foundation-stone I wrote;

tE -H- tin! Hf fl-CT <HS! -T A4T- '(45.) HT^ £{~h«
i - na bit D.P. A - nuv va D.P. Rammanu ili rabi

in the temple of Anu and Rimmon, the gods great,

-IIH s£TJ (46-vTf ^1 II ^! *TT«« g£ M -Til (
47

-) <t-m
beli - ya a- na. tsa- at yumi as - cu - un va

my lords, for future days /established;
'

and

^ ^y 5f i|H W T -W<V H 4* (43.) 11
- s=fl !| s# h«

D.P. na-ra-a-T sa D.P. Sam - si D.P. Rammanu a-bi- ya a-m-mis

the tablets of Samas-Rimmon my. father ' duly

«T B 5$ M <^ (49.) -fif MI TI ^T £ -TT<T JT ^ -TTT- vMffflf

ab-su- us D.P. niki ak - ki a- na as- ri - su - nu u - tir

I cleaned; victims I sacrificed'.- to their flaces I restored {them)
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(so.)
fj ^y <Y~-n<T ^UII *\h* U -H *I <TTT H- 1? *T csd If^
a -' na ar - cat yumi a - na YU- um . .tsa-a - te a - na

. for future days, for a day long hereafter, for

et vt t] Hfm Mi^f *m«= cs»o *yj y- ^y m -i ita <i-m
ma- te -ma ruba ARC - u e - nu - ma bit D.P. A- nuv va

whatsoever prince hereafter (reigns). When the temple of Anu and

D.P. Rammanu ili RABU - te beli - ya va s'i-gur- ra -a- tu

Rimmon, the gods great, my lords, and the towers

54.) ^tt^t< ^y m- 1~ ^yw £f (55.) t$ ^y hr -y hm[ <^ir *•
sa - ti - na yu - sal - ba - ru - va e - na - khu an - khu - s'u - nu

these grow old, and decay, their ruins

m -*r r (560 ^f ^y ^ n> ^f <i-m -i- h *& &n ^^w
lu -ud-dis D.P. na - ra - a - TI - ya va tim-me-ni - ya ni-mes

may he renew, my tablets and my foundation-stones duly

*mn hi jtm m <k mm ^ y? ^y ^ -tt<t jy y-.
li - ib - su. - us D.P. niki lik - ki a - na . as - ri - su - nu

may he cleanse, victims may he slay, to their places

imj ^rrr- vcfflf (59.) <hm^ mi ^y ^y< ^n ^m m^itr
lu - u - tir va sum- su it - ti - .ya lil - dhu - ur

may he restore, and his name with mine may he write.

(so.) <if £y m ^y< t\h \\ <z\ <ym Hf A^ .

w ^}h« thh«
ci •ma ya - ti -ma D.P. A- nuv va D.P, Rammanu ili rabi

Like myself, may Ann and Rimmon, the great gods,

1 m\ *& m ^ <«»•>. <hm ^ti v 5wm *y ^yym
i - na dhu - ub lib - bi va ca -sad ir - nin - te dha - bis

in soundness of heart and conquest in battle bountifully

<*- -vw m («3.) ^yym ^y& yfw &n <hm -i- h ssm
lidh-dhar- ru - su sa D.P. na - ra - a - TI - ya va tim-me-ni- ya .

keep him. He who my inscriptions and my foundation-stones
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m*£ Q v- m* &

^

£ V- (6s.) fl ~rT Vih« ^ ~H( ^T *m*
"

i-- khab - bu - u i - sa - pa - nu a - na me i - na - du - u
' j-W/ conceal, shall hide, to the water shall lay,

i - na isati i - kal - lu - u i - na epiri

with fire shall burn. in dust

i - ca - ta - mu i - na bit ciimmi (?) a - sar la - a - ma - ri

shall cover, in a house underground (?) a place not seen

pi - si - ris i - na - ci - mu sum sadh - ra i - pa - si - dhu - va

for interpretation shall set, the name written shall erase, and

(70.)^uv «rr *jm <Hgy <s= <r» et (7x0. <t- ^i
sum - su i - sa - dha - ru va mi - lim - ma lira - na

his own name shall write; and an attack eiil

*£ ?K ^ & £] (7»0 ff-~Hf ^ Hh Snfl ^T ^ fl T* s=fl
i - kha - sa - sa - va " a - na pa - an D.P. na - ra - a - TI - ya

shall devise, and against the face of my inscriptions

(73 .) *W *HI &ti M (ho H T! v- <BSI Hf A HT<« ^«
yu - sap - ra - cu D.P. A-nu va D.P. Assuru ili rabi

shall cause to breah, may Ahu and Assur, the gods great,

beli - ya iz - zi - is li - cal mu - su - va.

my lords, strongly injure him, and

(76.) <hi<! &n £m ^pjh^ ^m ^a *jn tm jr (77 >^ «<ir
ar - ra - ta ma- ru - us -

(
ta li - ru. - ru - su sarru - su

(with) a curse grievous may they curse him; his kingdom

.Y<4r ^ (78° ^ M-*\} « Hf< M h=0 «<!! "-TI

lis - ci - bu sul cussl ikr(u)- ti - su . li - su - khu

may they dissipate, the ascent of the throne of his kingdom may they remove
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(79-) *} 4~y ^n -<!< JT [M] —T* MI (
8°o *=T jgf 1^ jy

tsab - hi bilu - ti - su lu - bal - lu cacci - su
the armies of his lordship may they devour, his weapons

m sftHJ :3 HI! (81.) T? EM<T* Hf< ^Ifl ET ^ B ^ & *•.
lu - sab - bi - ru a - bi - ic - ti urn - ma - ni - su lis - cu - nu

may they break, the destruction of his army may they cause;

* Hf ^^ m ^u m (83.) m * <r>- ^. jf
1 - na pa - an naciri - su ca - mis lu - se - si - bu- su
in the presence of his enemies wholly may they cause him to dwell;

2.)

Hf A4f *£ ~nf <~y -hit (84.) <ym vy v ^yy -^er hi hs=
D.P. Rammanu 1 - na simnii khul - te mat - su li - ib - tsu
may the Air-god with pestilence . destructive his land cut off;

(85.) >^yy tffl -M
un - kasu

want

pu - pu - ta khu - sakh - khu pagri a - na

of crops, famine, {and) corpses against

mat - ti

ht< m cz <w (870 y -11 *y t] ^r ri ^r< jr m ^
lid - di' ana bil - ut ma -la - a - ti - su lik - bi'

su

his land may he lay; against the sovereignty of his full-power may he speak ;

(88.) ^ ^y ^ jy >_ ^ jgj _ ^gy _y<^
sum - su zir - su ina mati lu - khal - li - ik

his name, his seed in the land may he destroy.
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ANALYSIS.

39. Mat, pi. fern., construct form.

kurdi, for hirddi, pi. of kuradu " warrior ;" perhaps Ar.^j

.

ya, poss. pron., first person suffix. ,

"
irnintu, with vowel prefix, from |n "to shout for joy."

40. tamkhari, gen. sing., Tiphel derivative from -irm "to be present," facing;"

hence " opposition " or " fighting."

sucnus, sing, construct, Shaphel passive deriv. from ^23 " to subject."

ndciri, masc. pi. gen., Kal participle of 123, the Kal of which is not used in

Hebrew.

41. tsderut, masc. pi., construct of the Kal part, tsciiru " enemy," Heb. -&•

The plural is also found under the forms tsderi, tsdiri, tsahri and

tsaydri. E is incorrectly written for 7, which stands for vi.

Ann was originally the sky, Rimmon was the air-god.

42. sitsuti, sing. gen. fern, verbal noun. Aram, ^ftp, Targ. y^D " to destroy."

isrucUni, third pi. masc. perf, Kal of saracu.

43. nam (preceded by D.P. of "stone" abnu), apparently borrowed from

Accadian. Nara (or naru) is fern., with pi. narati.

timmeni, pi. masc, borrowed from Accadian.

44. aldhur for asdkur, 1st pers. sing. aor. Kal of -yei® "to write."

bit (for bayit), sing, construct ; Heb. na

45. Hi, pi. masc. of Hlu ; Heb. 7M.

rati, also rabuti, masc. pi., adj. ;
Heb. m.

bill or beli, pi. masc. of belu, Heb. ^jd,

46. ^«A fern. pi. construct ; abstract noun from Njfi (Ass. atsu) " to go forth

"

(literally " the goings forth," " that which will go forth ").

yumi, pi. masc. ofyumu, Heb. ayi,

ascun, 1 st pers. sing. aor. Kal of pty (originally Shaphel of pi).
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48. 'abi, gen. sing. masc. of abu (2W),

'animes, adverb in -is formed from pi. of 'ami," suitably, fitly." Cp. Ar.
^J\

absus, 1st per. sing. aor. Kal of ^©i "to cleanse."

niki, pi. of niku " offering," " sacrifice ;
" Heb. ^3 -

49. akki; 1st pers. sing. aor. Kal of ripi {naku'u); from which nikuls derived.

'asri, pi. of 'asru, "a place;" Aram. (& Ar.) ifi^,

-utir, 1 st pers. sing. aor. Apliel of tarn, "to come back," become," "be;"

Heb. "Yin "to .go about."

50. W-ffl/, pi. fern, construct of an abstract 'arm for aricu, "after" p. >-p^.

yum tsate literally "day of the future;" yum in construct sing., isate abstract

fem, pi.

51. malema "at any time," "at any place;" Cp. Heb. ifi» "when."
mbu, from T), literally "a great one."

52. enuma, adverb compounded ofenu (Ar. Uw ^aa), and the pron. ma "that."

53. sigurratu, pi. fem. of sigurratu, "a closed place," hence "a. temple-tower"

or observatory, from ^o. It is written ziggurrdtu in the Babylonian

dialect.

54. satinet, pi. fem. of the pron. su'aiu, satu, agreeing with sigurratu,

yusalbaru-va, 3rd pers. masc. aor. Shaphel of labaru "to be old," with the

enclitic conjunction va ()) "and." .

55. enakku, 3rd. .pers. masc. pi. aor.. Kal of tW- .

'ankhuhmu, for ankhut-sunu, t -\- s being replaced not only by t .+ s
1

, but also

by s alone.

ankkut is pi. masc. from 'ankku a subst. derived from'j"D^, ''ayin becoming ''a.

luddis, 3rd sing. masc. Prccative Aphel of hadasu-"to be new." ' Cp.
Heb. tiHn.

57. «w?^ for 'ammes, as in line 48. Verbs H"D drop their initial radical in many
forms. (See my Assyrian Grammar, p. 108).

libsus, 3rd masc. sing. prec. Kal from basasu (as above).

likki, 3rd masc. sing. prec. Kal from nihiu (as above), the nasal being

assimilated to the following letter.

58. lulir, 3rd masc. sing. prec. Aphel of Mru (as-above).'

9
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59. sum, sing. masc. construct of sumu " a name ;" Heb. 0\P.

.-//^preposition; Heb. TMA.

lildhur, 3rd masc. sing. prec. Kal of sadkaru (as above).

60. yatima, 1st pers. pron., compounded oiya "I," the suffix //, and the pron. ma,

61. dhub, sing, construct of the subst. dhubu; Heb. 2TO (see line 62).

libbi, gen. sing, of libbu " heart ;" Heb 27.

62. casad, sing. masc. construct of casadu "a possession," from casadu "to

conquer."

iminte, gen. sing, of the collective irnintu (as above) ;
"possession of the

battle-cry " = " victory in battle."

dhabis, adverb in -is from dkabu "good" (as in line 61). Dhabu is for

dhdvdbu.

lidhdharru, 3rd pi. masc. prec. Kal of nadharu " to guard ;" Heb. "B33.

64. ikhabbiiu, 3rd sing. masc. future Kal of /^«fe "to hide;" Heb. mn. (For

the form see my Assyrian Grammar, pp. 52, 53, 69).

ti&panu for isappanu, 3rd sing. masc. fut. Kal of sapanu " to sweep away,"

with a for / in the 3rd syllable ; Cp. Heb. HCD,

65. me, pi. masc. of mu " a drop of water." The reduplicated pi. mami also

occurs ; Heb. ETO.

indduu for inaddiiu, 3rd sing. masc. fut. Kal of naduu "to place;"

Cp. Ar. jj.

66. 'M pi. gen. fern, of 'w» "fire" (Heb. tt>N).

*&*#»'«, 3rd sing. masc. fut. Kal of rhp "to burn" (as in Heb. and Ar.)

67. <?/zW, pi. of ipruox epru "dust ;" Heb. ley.

icatumu for icaltumu, 3rd sing. masc. fut. Kal of DfQ, with # instead of / in

the 3rd syllable.

bit cttmmi (?). Conjectural transliteration. The first ideograph is "house"

(bitu), the second " high " or " precious " (ellu), and the third " god
"

('ilu). The second and third, however, must be taken together as a

compound ideograph, and perhaps denote the Assyrian Plutus.
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68. Id amari; Id "not" (Heb. ^7), amari, the gen. masc. pi. after construct asar

of the adjective amaru "seen;" therefore literally "things seen"

(Cp. Heb. TIN).

pisiris, adverb, in -is from pisirtt "an interpretation" (Heb. and Aram. TOD).

indcimu for inaccimu, 3rd sing. masc. fut. Kal of dD2 " to take."

69. ipdsidhu for ipassidhu, 3rd sing. masc. fut. Kal of pasadhu "to strip" (Heb.

tSWD).

70. isadharu for isadhdharu (with for ?), 3rd sing. masc. fut. Kal of sadharu

(as above).

milimma, ace. sing, of milimma or milimmu, from tTP "to cleave to." A
variant reading gives himima or luviva, apparently from the same

root.

71. limna, ace. sing. masc. of the adj. limnu (for limunu), agreeing with milimma;

perhaps akin to Heb. (and Ar.) 0IT7 " to fight."

ikhasaia-va for ikhassasa, 3rd sing. masc. fut. Kal of khasaiu, with final &

changed to -« through the influence of the same vowel in both the

following and the preceding syllables; Cp. /Eth., khasasa "to in-

vestigate ;" Ar. khassa.

72. pan, construct of panu "face;" Heb. COS.

73. yusapracu, 3rd sing. masc. fut. Shaphel of "pD " to break." .

75. 'izzis, adverb in -is, from 'izzu " strong;" Heb. te\

licdlmu, 3rd pi. masc. prec. Pael of D1^ "to injure" or "revile," contracted

from licallimti.

J6. 'arrdti, sing. fern, subst, from TIM " to -curse " (see liruru below).

marusta for marutsta, fern, adj., agreeing with 'arrati, from pD " to be

violent " or " hard."

liruru, 3rd pi. masc. prec. Kal of TIN.

yj.. iarrusu forsarrut-su; sarrut fem. abstract sing, construct. Heb. TE> "king."

liscibu, 3rd pi. masc. prec. Kal of sacabu " to pour out;" hx. i_rL*

r
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•7.8. . suly construct sing, of sulu "ascent;" Shaphel pass, derivative of rhif "to

'

.
_^

ascend." The ideograph may also. -be.read isid " foundation " (Heb.

ms'su, construct sing, of cussu'u " throne" (as in. Heb.)

lisukhu for lissukku, 3rd pi. masc, prec. Kal of HD2 "to remove."

79. tsabhi, pi. construct of tsabu (Heb. N2!£) "an army."

luballu, 3rd pi. masc. prec. Pael-of yTl "to devour." - -

80. cacci, pi. of caccu " a weapon ;" perhaps for card (Aram. *p^ " armour ").

^lusabbiru, 3rd.pl...masc. prec. Pael of. sy® "to break.".. ;".
_

81. "abicti, fern, abstract ; Cp. Heb. "fOH " to destroy."

- - 'ummani, -gen. sing. fern, of 'ummanu "army" Gp. Heb. pfcH " multitude."

liscunu, 3rd pers. masc. pi. prec. Kal-of-.y#«Mm (as above).

82. camis, adverb in -is, from camu ; Cp. Ar. J<.

83. lusesihij 3rd pers. pi. masc. prec. Shaphel of asibu " to dwell ;" Heb. lttJ\ .

iimmi, gen. sing. masc. of ' iimmu " a plague ;" Cp. Heb. DSDtt?.

84. kMUte, adj. agreeing with iimmi-; Cp. Heb. rnn. The Semitic root seems

to have been borrowed from Accadian.

mat, construct sing, of madu or matu " country," of Accadian origin (ma-da)

;

Cp. Aram. WM. (See line 86). •--''.'...--'

libtsu, 3rd pi. masc. prec. Kal of 3?21 " to cut off."

85. iunka, ace. sing, of iunku ; Cp. Talm. p12D " scantiness," " frugality."

bubuta, ace. sing, of .bubuhi " crops ;" perhaps Heb. 1^ "fruit" may be

compared. Bubuta is in opposition to iunka.

hhusakhkha, ace. sing, of khusakhkhu "need" (Aram. nWf).

86; pagri, ace. pi. masc. of pagru "a corpse" (Heb. '"Wfi). " - - "

matti for madti (or perhaps matt), gen. sing, of matu (see line 84).

/aM,' 3rd pers. sing. masc. prec. Kal of fTO (see above). - •

:

87. malatisu for malatit-su; malatit, construct of abstract in it1", from malati, pi.

fern., from vha " to fill."

likbi', 3rd sing. masc. prec. Kal of i"Op (in Heb., " to curse").

88. zir, construct sing, of ziru or zeru " seed " (Heb. }Ht).

lukkallik, 3rd sing. masc. prec. Pael of pVff ("to divide" hence)- "to

scatter," " destroy." ........
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The Legend of Istar.—Obverse.

The Cuneiform Characters to be supplied by the Student.

i. A-na mat NU-GA-A kak-ka-ri i-di-ya

To the land of Hades, regions of corruption,

2. D.P. Istaru banat D.P. Sini u-zu-un-sa [ci-nis]

/star, daughter of the Moon-god, her attentian [determinedly]

3. is - cun - va banat D.P. sini u - zu - un - [sa is - cun]

fixed, and the daughter of the Moon-god her attention fixed

4. a-na bit e - di - e su - bat . 'il Ir - kal - la

{to go) to the house of corruption, the dwelling of the deity Irkalla

;

5. a - na biti sa e - ri - bu - su la a - tsu - u

to the house whose entrance (is) without exit,

6. a - na khar - ra - ni sa a - lac - ta - su la ta - ai - rat (u) „

to the road whose way (is) without return,

7. a-na biti sa e - ri - bu - su zu-.um-mu-u mu-.u-ra.

to the house (at) whose entrance they bridle in the light

;

8. a - sar epru mahdu bu - bu - us - su - nu a - cal - su - nu dhi - idh - dhu

a place (where) dust much (is) theirfood, their victuals (is) mud

;

9. nu - u - m ul im - ma - ru ina e - dhu - ti as - ba

(where) light not they sec, in darkness they dwell ; and

10. cal (?) - su - ma cima its - tsu - ri tsu - bat cap-pi

? like birds (is) the erecting of (their) wings

;

11. eli dalti u sac - cul - sa mukh cp - ru

. over . the door and its wainscoting abundance of dust.
.

.

12. D.P. Istaru a-na babi D.P. NU-GA-A ina ca - sa - di - sa

/star, to (at) the gate . of Hades
.

at her arrival

13. a-na ni - gab ba - a - bi a - ma - tuv iz - zac - car

to theporter of the gate (his) duty reminds;

\\. a-na ni - gab me - c pi - ta ba - ab - ca

.. to theporter of the waters : Open thy gate!
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15. pi-ta-a ba - ab - ca - va lu ir-ra-k a-na-cu
., Ofen thy gate, and let me enter in;

16. sum - ma la- ta - pat - ta - a ba - a - bu la ir - ru - ba a-na-cu

if not thou ofenest the gate (and) not I enter in,

17. a - makh - kha - ats dal - tuv sic - cu - ru a - sab - bir

1
'force the gate, the bolt I break,

18. a - makh - kha -' ats si - ip - pa va u - sa - pal - cit dalati

Iforce the threshold, and I cross the doors,

19. u - se - el - la mi - tu - ti acili pal - dhu - ti

I raise the dead, the devourers of the living;

20. eli pal - dhu - ti i - ma - hi - du mi - tu - ti

above the living exceed the dead.

ANALYSIS.

i. The Accadian MAD NU-GA-A is literally "land of the not returning,"

gda being the participle of ga " to return " (see Syllabary). It is

rendered in Ass. by mat-la-naciri. " The land from whence is no

return " is a good name for Hades.

kakkari, ace. pi. of kakkaru, Heb. "ffi (see my Assyrian Grammar, p. 29).

idi, written Me in line 4, gen. sing, of Mu " corruption," as Dr. Schrader has

well explained it from pf*D?
" to pass away."

2. Istar, the Hebrew iVshtoreth (Astarte), the
. Moon-goddess and Semitic

Venus.

bdnat, construct sing. fern, of banatu (also bintu, i.e. binihi) "daughter"

(Heb. rtx), Sin, the Moon-god.

'usun, construct sing, of'mtmu or 'ttzmt "ear" (Heb. n^),

cinis ?, supplied by Dr. Schrader, adverb in -is from adj. cinu (}•£),

3. iscun, 3rd sing. masc. aor. of sacanu. It will be noticed that here as

frequently elsewhere a feminine nominative is joined to a masc. verb,

4. subat, construct sing. fern, of subatu from 2*t?>
" to sit " or " dwell."
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5. eribu, nom. sing, masc. infinitive (or verbal noun) from T^"to enter "or

" descend."

'atsu, nom. sing. masc. verbal noun from ^ "to go out." The literal trans-

lation of the line is " of which its entering (there is) no outgoing."

6. khar-ra-ni, sing, oblique case of kkarratm, a word originally borrowed from

Accadian, which gave a name to the city of Kharran or Haran

(Gen. xi. 31, &c.)

'alacta or kalacta, sing. fem. of halactu from '-pTi
" to go."

tairat for tairatu (as often in the case of. characters which denote syllables

beginning and ending with a consonant), for tayartu, sing. fem. from

-fin " to return."

7. zummu, 3rd pi. -masc. (used impersonally) Permansive (or Perfect) Palel of

ait- Cp. Targ. Ofcf "bridle." In Ass. zumani "impassable" is used

of roads.

nura, ace. sing, oinuru "light" (so in Heb. [-12], Aram, and Ar.)

8. 'asar " a place " (see above) often has the relative sa ("in which," "where")

understood after it.

mahdu, nom. sing. masc. adj. agreeing with efiru. Cp. Heb. -rNE.

bubussunu for bubut-sunu (see above).

'acal, construct sing, of the verbal noun dcalu " food," from ^n " to eat."

dhidhdhu, nom. sing, in opposition to acal. Heb. to^to.

9. immaru, 3rd pers. pi. masc. present Kal of 1M, contracted from inammaru.

edhuti, gen. sing, of edhutu "darkness," from. TWS$, "to hide," as Dr.

Schrader has pointed out.

'asba, contracted from asbu-a for asbu-va, 3rd pi. masc. Permansive (or

Perfect) Kal of 'asabu, contracted from 'asibti (also yasibu), with the

enclitic conjunction.

10. The first word I cannot read.

'tistsuri, pi. masc. of 'iistsuru " a bird " (Ar.
J}i^, Heb. Tlffii).

tsubat, construct sing. fem. of tsubatu "a placing," from nif\ The reading

and meaning of the word, however, are uncertain.

cappi, pi. masc. of cappu, contracted from canapu (Heb. PpS), the double

letter resulting from the assimilation of the nasal.
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ti, daiti, gen. sing., fern, of daltu (for daldtii) '" door." (So in Heb.)

saccul, construct sing, of sacculu, which Dr. Schrader has well compared with

'Ar. ' JXi'' "likeness." A Syllabary makes mescalii asynonyme of daitu.

mukh, construct sing, of rmikhkfm, from the adjective makh, which was bor-

rowed from Accadian.

12. bdbi, gen. sing, of bdbu "gate" (as in Heb., &c.)

casidi, gen. sing. masc. of the verbal noun casadu " a reaching," from casadu

"to take;" Cp. Ar. ±&t. -
.-

13. nigab, construct sing. masc. Dr. Schrader derives it from a root'^i?} "to. go

round."

'amahtv, sing. fern, for 'amantuv "
fealty," "duty;" Heb.-nfiN "faithfulness."

izzaccar, for iztaccar,.^ sing. masc. present Iphteal of 13J-
. _

14. me " waters " (as above).

pita, iovpiti-a with the augment of motion, 2nd sing. masc. imperative Kal

of paid " to open ; " Heb. nns. See also next line.

15. irruha, 1st pers. sing. masc. aor. Kal with augment of motion, from eribu.

The ayin of the first syllable is replaced by a reduplication of the

2nd radical.

16. summa, adverb, perhaps from UW "to place."

tapaita, 2nd pers. sing, present Kal with augment of motion, from paB.

17. amakhkhats, 1st pers. sing. pres. Kal of fHD,

siccuru, sing, noun (a pacl derivative) ; Cp. Aram. frTOD "bolt"

asabbir, .
1st pers. sing. pres. Kal of IIU?.

18. sippu, sing, noun ; Heb. fp.

usapalcit, 1st pers. sing. aor. Shaphel of the quadriliteral palcilu ; Cp.

Ar. J,h (?)

19. usella, istpers. sing. pres. Shaphel of thy "to ascend," with // on account

of the ayin. :

mituti, pi. .masc. part. pass. Kal of fftD " to die."

''acili, pi. construct part. pres. Kal of acalu, " to eat."

paldkuti, pi. masc. part. Kal of paladku or baladhu, "to live;" Cp-. Heb. vhs.

20. imahidu, 3rd pers. pi. masc. pres. Kal of mahadu (whence mahdu, " much,"

line 7).
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The Sacrifice of Children (K 5139).

The transliteration to be supplied by the Student.

? »2ay /?« remove, and

2.^ ^Tf<T Bfe ^yysfc «=TTT^ III§f -Ef- -HI- V Tf > Mf ^<
; the offspring who raises .. the .head- ' 'among ' ,

' men,:
"

*.*#= -M # T- ~H EfiK ^!< 1 at ^rir <L< /
.Afc? offspring for his life he gave,

4. sp jy ^ —YT<T ^ T sp '£[ :b?w g=4l s^TTT <B
/A? /^ s/ the offspring for the head of the man he gave,

5 . <g v> «=TYT*= -?!<! ssfl T <S A^ Kw ai ^IIT <!<

the brow of the offspring for the brow of the man he gave,

6 . sis ^y< tyyyt .yy<y ^yy y Sm Hf< g$ g^y ^yyy <I<

<?& tosaa/ ^ the offspring for the breast of the man lie gave.

NOTES,

i. From 2D2,

2. Cp. Ar. ^^ "to bear eggs." Notice the correct use. of the case-endings in

this inscription.

The Accadian SAK ILA (so gadhu-la is to be read), literally "head-raising,"

must be replaced by some corresponding Ass. adj. or part, of which
-u is the phonetic complement. The Syllabaries render the words by.

risa-nasu.' -

. . .

aveluti, abstract fern. sing. .

5. cisad (see casadi above).
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From the Hymn to Sin (K. 2861).

The English translation to be supplied by the Student,

1. ~ jfc: *yj ~ ^yy Hh V - Hf -fr < <© -1-

bil - luv e - bil - li ili sa ina same u irtsi - tiv

-Yi I <h I ^11 *£ W
:

'

e - dis - si - su tsi - i - ru

2 .

yv^ _y ^y _y jyfc ^ ^ Hf ^ fcyj ^ .^jy ^yy««
a - bu D.P. Na - an - nar bel - luv 'ilu dhabu e - bil - li ili

3 .

yr ^_ _y ^y _y jjt ^ ^ [t£ JgJ] ^ < tyr _ ^yy _y^
a- bu D.P. Na - an - nar bil- luv i - lu rab-u c - bil - li ili

4 .

y|^ h ^yh jy^ ~ ft- —y <« *y| ~ ^yy h y«<

a- bu D.P. Na - an - nar bil- luv D.P. Sinu e -bil - li ili

;, yj^ _y ^yh j^ ^ j^yy tyyyt .yy<y^ ^ ~^7 HT«<
a - bu D.P. Na - an - nar be - el U - ri - e e - bil - li , ili

6 . yj ^ h ^yh j|fc ~ i^TTT m Mf -<^ EI- *ff- -SI H^~
a- bu D.P. Na - an- nar be - el bit samulli e -bil- li ili

r. yj *~ H ~Hf Hf JT«= - Mil 1? -M *ff JT *- -III-

a - bu D.P. Na - an - nar be - el a - gi - e su - bu - u

tyi >—< >-gjE=yy >~>~y y<«

e - bil li ili

8 .

y} ^ _y ^yh^ v .^h ^n *y &yy ^< <v JgJ i^
a - bu D.P. Na - an - nar sa s"ar - ru - tav ra - bis sue - lu - luv

s=y? ^ -s&ii Hfh
e -bil - li ili

"

9 .,

yr ^ _y ^ry _y ^ V - ^I< <T£ Hf<T* W V- -*T

a - bu D.P. Na - an - nar sa ina ti - di - ic ru - bu - tav

& ? <M -II -It ~ -iSI -I h«
i -nad - di -kliu e -bil- li ili
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10. *s- *jn hmt* ^<T v a ^ -III ^T *m V T^ —TT<Y Hf<

bii - ru ik - du sa kar - ni gab - ba - ru sa mes - ri - ti

sue - lu - luv sic - ni uc - ni - i sac - nu

cu - uz - bu - u la - la - a ma- lu - u

NOTES.

1. ebilli, 3rd pers. masc. aor. (with i termination) "he rules," from blV another

form of ^jn,

'edissi-su " he alone," anomalously formed from adverb Mis.

tsiru, "supreme." •

2. Nannar, " the luminary," a name of Sin, the Moon-god.

5. £/r£, gen. of Ur, the city of Uru (now Mugkeir).

6. samulli (m Acczdmi SIR-GAL) = "image." Heb. bftD-

j. age = " of crowns"
;
(the Semitic root was borrowed from Accadian).

subu, Shaphel pass. part, of Nil " to come " (referring to the moon's motion).

8. suchdu, Shaphalel pass. part, of hy " to be able," " to prevail."
.

9. tidic, construct sing, of a (Tiphel) noun with prefixed t, from dam (= Heb.

.ran). .

inaddikku — "he will drive."

10. bu'-ru, or buhru — "brilliance" (as in Ar.)

ikdu — " mighty " (of Accadian origin).

mesriti= "the feet " or "limbs." Dr. Schrader compares the Heb. pltf

"coat of mail," which in Aram, signifies "the artery" or "nerve."

sicni = " habitations."

ueni = " marble " (probably of Accadian origin).

11. cuzbu = "beauty." N'orris compares Heb. 22p.

Ma = " fulness," from Accadian lal, " to fill " (see Syllabary).
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Hunting Inscriptions of Assur-bani-pal (W.A.I. I, pi. 7).

.
The text to be transliterated by the Student.

Hf Mf ^rrr . *w >* <^r . ^rr &tt -t? -r<

.

*T ~< *^ . *=T -IT* *r.

Y
'. -r <V/ . ~ C: . -HBf

.

*m^T tin . ^y< . -s >m '. ^ir^r . i*ih ,
;

NOTES., - - -
. • -. -

*• ^-f^ " the good god," became the usual designation of Assur.

Hf !^ET S=T-IT

"the lady of the abyss," or "underworld," was a.title of Beltis.

'emuci, pi. of the substantive 'emucu, "a deep intelligence," "a divinity"

(Heb. pay).

2, yusatlimiis, " they conferred on him," 3rd pi. masc. aor. Shaphel of talamu,

. with the possessive pronoun s contracted from su.

IfcJ *"fcElI
"great dog>" was the Accadian.name.of "the lion" {Ass. nesu).

adducu, Heb. TTD1 ; notice the tense,

fcf ^gjb
ff ttf- means "an altar," with the D.P. of wood and the phonetic

. complement mm
; but the reading of the ideograph is uncertain,

izzitu, adj.
; Cp. Heb. tj?.

H KW "the goddess 15," symbol of I star.

3. azkup, root tpf.
' :

mukhkhuru, "an offering," from ITO " to present." '

.j««, contracted for sunu.
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The text to be transliterated, by the student.,

>• if ~nf jif ... iha ^ n
.

- « . 1 .
«.-

. ,^ ha xs ... - ..

kH ^TAH Hf<.. ^. .
-

. <SEff . ^!f .K«I . -!HI

.

2
- V .***¥. I .

- . *T- TT . I . -S - .— . ©H< . .HA .

o. >-
.

' ty^'^ff . ^h
.'

JTtt . ^!t ,^HH , ^11 A^ . I

.

-.....-.-•... - . NOTES. - -
-

•
.

~
:

.

'

- '

"
•'

i. multahti, "renown," fem. abstract from the Iphtcal part, ofJlH© "to make

a noise," with / before t for s.

iisu, "fierce;" Cp. Heb. DDV (Aram. *DV) "to tread," "oppress."

2. sa = "of whom."
'

to>, "back" (Ar.^).

tuculti = " service."

takhazi, weakened from takhatsi, for takhkhatsi \tamkhatsi) "battle," from

^ntt.

3. D. P. asmare, "spears;" Cp. Heb. "V3DE "a nail." " "

aznik = "I pierced" (Cp. Heb. pt "a dart," -pit "to shoot forth").".. The

printed text gives azkhul, which must be wrong.

sumur, "body;" ideograph of "body" or " skin,"" with phonetic complement

mur. Delitzsch compares the Talmud miBS "wind in the stomach."
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The text to be transliterated by the Student.

>• ff ^i a v t -i4 sp t? .^ . i .^ . - H4 <& .-
-

2 . ^ jy^ ^y< , ^y ^y<
, ^ #

" ^^n # V ;^ . j . _

.

*•-.<© -III! . Hf Mf H! . M' <-H . . ~T T- .

-!<^W . m\ .
-

NOTES.

2. melulti rubuti " the action " or " right of sovereignty ; " melulti, fern, abstract

from bbv " to act " (especially " to act wonderfully ")..

3. .. cibit = " command " (with weakened guttural from Hip).

HHIH1 = Adar-

HK^IT =Nergai.

..' ^V# "ministers ;" same root as tucultu.

4. D.P. khutbale = "ropes," Heb. Vnn,

mukkkka = "over" (of Accadian derivation).

wnatti', 1st pers. aor. Pad, " I stretched." Ar. |ju " to stretch a cord."
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From the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser (Layard's Insc. pi. 96 1. 159.)

The text to he transliterated by the Student.

159. - . <« . ~h*> . &fl ..'<© *£ .
-

. '^IT. . ^TTT A ,

160. t$*£>£M*- . th .

*Y

r All . SP? . -3=~n^ . *J4fi.

^ . ^ ^ AM 5m . ^ EV . H S ?! -«!

.

™- *r? a-ie . - . *m . ^tt** ^,v, ^yy -ti v- &i >*h t? .

-y<y* a ^m . et ~yi *r- . v . riEir ~yyy ^y

.

™ ^n . -ii v- s&i ^h y? I? . ^y ^yyy *m . ^yyy , ^ttt .

^yyy^ &. v ^yy . hti *- ^y *u n tj .

^3. tt] >m *w< . t? ^y . -^ttt . ^yy h- ^ . v . t ^y -s ^ -

.

^ ^y ~n a ^? yuK hmt* a *w . ^ym ^ .

is*. £4^ . ^yyy . *yyy . ^yy h- ^ . v .
v ^y ~iy a^ Tin

,

^y-m^yyy< . yr^y . ^yyy . >*wh«m . v . y^^rs

.

ic5. v « ^y }} yi . ^y<y* a *m . 7 —TTT £IT <S . ^ « ^y ff fl

.

^yyy .^^i.^ui -it- . *t s> . ^w

.

"«• *ttj v-^y . ny *y . ^y . ^yy -yy^ sm ^yyy . ^yy . « hk . i

.

*m* +^ . rc ~hm ^n^= .
-yy^ t«« . i . ^ s«r

.

167. s^jftE*?
. 1 . <mm ^y <w . #* h . i . my ^yy ^ . i . v m .

1 . h ^y . ^y . ^y ** . -ttt- *mw &tt. . ^yy j«<
. i .
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i 88 . ~y_^ . y^yy . - . t^y
. ^ *jn^ . ^yyy . ^ « ~nf yj yj

.

NOTES.

159. " In my 30 campaigns" = " In my 30th campaign."

.
..The city .of .Calkhi represents tlie.Galah of Scripture. - .

-

ci utsbacuni " when I was stopping," . 1st pers. sing. Permansive Kal of

321 "with conditional suffix ni.

Dayan-Assur, " Assur is judge," was the name of the Tartan ("strong

chief") or generalissimo.

160. -^ -^ If
("host-many") = "armies."'

fianat, pi. fern, construct of panu,

umahir " I urged on " (Heb, T\ti) t

The Upper Zab is here referred to. - •
•

A6l.'ebir' l

l crossed." -.',
-

'

. ...... L

lib = "middle" (the heart being the middle of a thing).

Read 'alani from alu (Heb.'^HM "tent"); the phonetic complement ni

„....' shows how the plural sign is to be read. -

icdarrib, Iphteal of carabu. " to approach" (Heb. TSp\t being changed into

d after c.

madatu = "tribute," literally "gift.;" for mandattu (inandantu), from

nadanu (Heb. |fi2).

162. attakhar " I received;" Iphteal of tV2,

16$. attusir " I departed;" Ittaphal of "©V another form of vassaru "to leave"

; ...
(Cp. Heb.

V
'TO). „".
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165. These are the Minni of the Old Testament.

namurrat, fern. sing, construct from uamaru " to see."

166. ippar " he fled
;

" Cp. Heb. -yip, p in Assyrian replacing b.

uvassir ; see line 163.

suzub, Shaphel pass, verbal noun from 21V " to save."

napisti " life ;
" the plural sign is not to be read in Assyrian.

eli " he went up " from rhv>

167. artedi, Iphteal from HTI (Heb. TP) "to descend."

sasu "spoil" (Cp. Heb. rlDt?).

mam = " countable number." (Heb. rtJft).

r68. abbal " I strew down" (Heb. bzfi),

agur for aggur " I dug up " (Heb. 1p2).

asrup " I burned " (Heb. ?)"«»).

1 69. limetu from Tth " to cleave to."

acsud " I took/' with phonetic complement ud.

10


